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Abstract
We compute instantonic effects in globally consistent T 6/Z2 × Z2 orientifold models
with discrete torsion and magnetised D-branes. We consider fractional branes and
instantons wrapping the same rigid cycles. We clarify and analyse in detail the low-
energy effective action on D-branes in these models. We provide explicit examples
where instantons induce linear terms in the charged fields, or non-perturbative mass
terms are generated. We also find examples where the gauge theory on fractional
branes has conformal symmetry at one-loop, broken by instantonic mass terms at a
hierarchically small energy scale.
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1 Introduction
String compactifications with internal magnetic fields and/or branes at angles were
proposed some time ago as a different way to (partially) break spacetime supersymme-
try [1]. Explicit CFT constructions [2] provided a simple and geometrically intuitive
framework for constructing vacuum configurations as close as possible to the Standard
Model, and its supersymmetric extension. For some applications of such models to
moduli stabilization see [3].
Although, most of the efforts in intersecting brane constructions were devoted to
the simple four-dimensional compactification on T 6/Z2×Z2 orbifolds, many unwanted
features plagued the original constructions. For instance, the massless open-string
spectrum on this orbifold always contained three chiral multiplets in the adjoint rep-
resentations of the gauge group. Their presence is actually related to the possibility
of displacing the D-branes at arbitrary positions along the internal manifold or, more
geometrically, to the fact that the intersecting branes wrap non-rigid cycles of the
T 6/Z2 × Z2. Although, it has been shown in [4] how a proper use of Scherk-Schwarz
deformations might make these adjoint fermions massive (at the price, however, of
breaking supersymmetry), a general mechanism for lifting these states compatibly with
space-time supersymmetry is still missing.
ZN × ZM orbifold compactifications come, however, in inequivalent versions, due
to the possibility of turning on non-vanishing, localised, background values for the
antisymmetric NS-NS tensor field. In turn, this corresponds to introducing a non-
trivial phase (a minus sign for the case N = M = 2) for disconnected orbits in the
twisted sector [5], thus changing the Hodge structure of the compact manifold. If an
orientifold projection is combined with discrete torsion, exotic O-planes with positive
tension and charge are present, at least for the Z2 × Z2 case [6]. In the most naive
set-up, the RR tadpole cancellation for these O-planes calls for the introduction of anti-
brane, therefore providing a realisation of Brane Supersymmetry Breaking (BSB) [7].
However, in [8, 9] it has been shown that fully supersymmetric orientifold vacua actually
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do exist that involve (intersecting) fractional branes wrapping so-called rigid cycles 3.
In these constructions, chiral multiplets in adjoint representations are absent because of
the rigid nature of the cycles, that therefore cannot be continuously deformed. In other
words, the combination of the orbifold and orientifold twists has a non-trivial action
and projects away the internal Wilson lines or, in the T-dual picture, the coordinates of
the D-branes in the compact space. Early examples of orientifold models with branes
intersecting rigid cycles were built in [6, 11].
Although intersecting brane models are very useful tools to build chiral lower-
dimensional vacua with unitary gauge groups while also providing a geometrical ori-
gin for the family replication observed for charged matter, it has become clear that
they fail to capture most phenomenological properties of MSSM. This limitation, how-
ever, mainly resides in the perturbative approach since, starting from the pioneering
paper on instantonic contributions in string theory [12], it has been shown that non-
perturbative effects cannot sometimes be neglected and induce interesting features in
orientifold vacua. For instance, they provide a way of generating (otherwise forbid-
den) new terms in the superpotential, Ka¨hler potential and gauge kinetic functions
[13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19], with possible applications to neutrino masses, the µ-term
in MSSM, generation of perturbatively forbidden Yukawa couplings in GUT’s, and su-
persymmetry breaking. These instantonic effects admit a nice geometrical description
in terms of Euclidean branes wrapping internal cycles. Therefore, the very existence of
rigid cycles, that can be wrapped by the branes, has been argued of being of fundamen-
tal importance for the appearance non-perturbative couplings in the superpotential,
since for these configurations the number of fermionic zero-modes can be appropriately
reduced. Along these lines, models with bulk branes intersecting instantons wrap-
ping rigid cycles [20] and with D-branes wrapping partially rigid cycles [21] have been
constructed, while effects of multi-instanton corrections have been analysed in [22].
The goal of the present paper is twofold. First of all, we review the construction
of Z2 ×Z2 orientifolds with fractional intersecting D-branes wrapping rigid cycles first
analysed in [8, 9]. We generalise the construction in [8], and in particular we discuss in
more detail the emergence of new twisted tadpoles for RR four-forms. These tadpoles
are induced by the presence of the background magnetic field, and can be explicitly
computed from the one-loop vacuum amplitudes. Alternatively, their emergence can
also be derived from a study of the low-energy Wess-Zumino couplings to twisted
fields in the presence of magnetic fields or from the cancelation of irreducible non-
Abelian anomalies. Secondly, we present consistent (global) vacuum configurations
3Supersymmetric models with bulk D-branes were previously constructed in [10].
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with fractional D-branes wrapping rigid cycles, and we study the role played by E1-
branes wrapping the same cycles. Instantonic effects can generate (model-dependent)
superpotential mass terms and/or linear terms for charged open-string fields, with the
possibility of breaking supersymmetry if one assumes that closed-string moduli have
been stabilised (as usual, supersymmetry is restored if the closed string moduli are
not stabilised and their dynamics is taken into account). Along the way, we present a
concrete brane construction with N = 1 supersymmetry and conformal invariance in
the gauge sector at one-loop. One might even speculate, along the lines of [23], that the
symmetry might still persist non-perturbatively. Conformal invariance is then broken
by the instantonic effects at a hierarchically small scale, thus providing4 a framework
close to that of the Frampton-Vafa proposal for the hierarchy problem [24].
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review the construction of the
Z2 × Z2 orientifold with discrete torsion and magnetised D-branes [8, 9], generalising
them along the lines of [4]. In particular, we pay special attention to new twisted RR
tadpoles induced by the presence of magnetic fields. We also give a detailed analysis
of the low-energy effective action and of the gauge anomaly polynomial. In Section
3, we give an account of the charged zero modes for the E1 instantons wrapping rigid
cycles, and of their non-perturbative contributions to the low-energy effective action.
Three globally consistent models are then explicitly constructed in Section 4. The
first model comprises only magnetised fractional D9 branes. The corresponding gauge
theory is conformally invariant at one-loop. However, instantons generate mass terms
which break the conformal symmetry at a hierarchically small scale. In the second
model, presented in Section 4.2, half of the branes have been moved to bulk. In this
class of models, instantons wrapping rigid cycles generate mass terms mixing open-
string fields charged with respect to Abelian gauge fields on the fractional branes
together with open-string fields charged with respect to Abelian gauge fields living
on the bulk branes. In Section 4.3 we build an orientifold model with gauge group
containing a U(2)4 subgroup from magnetised branes. By the introduction of suit-
able Wilson lines we prevent intersections of the remaining unmagnetised branes with
the instantonic Euclidean branes, and therefore a linear term in the superpotential
is generated for charged fields in the antisymmetric representation of U(2)i. These
non-perturbative contributions destabilise the vacuum and, assuming the closed-string
moduli are fixed to extrema of a flux-induced potential, can potentially break super-
4Our example is however supersymmetric, whereas the proposal [24] was to replace supersymmetry
as a solution to the hierarchy problem by conformal symmetry broken at low (TeV) scale. It is probably
possible to provide non-supersymmetric examples similar to the present paper, possibly by analyzing
the class of models in [6].
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symmetry. In all cases above, we cross-check the instanton generated superpotential
by the gauge-invariance in the effective field theory. Section 5 contains our conclu-
sions together with some speculations about the fate of the non-supersymmetric model
presented in [6]. Finally, Appendix A defines the characters used in this Z2 × Z2 orb-
ifold, while Appendices B and C contain details on partition functions and spectra of
magnetised D-branes and Euclidean-brane instanton.
2 Z2 × Z2 orientifolds and discrete torsion
We review here the construction of Z2 × Z2 orientifolds with discrete torsion and
magnetised D9-branes. For simplicity, we consider a factorisable internal space T 6 =
T 21 × T 22 × T 23 , and we denote by o, g, f and h the four elements of Z2 × Z2, o being
the identity, acting on the three internal two-tori as
g : (+,−,−) , f : (−,+,−) , h : (−,−,+) . (1)
A sign ± in the i-th position means that the two coordinates (xi, yi) of the T 2i are
mapped into ±(xi, yi) under the orbifold action.
As anticipated in the introduction, the one-loop partition function contains discon-
nected modular orbits involving twisted amplitudes, and therefore one has the freedom
to introduce discrete torsion [5]. In this simple case, this freedom corresponds to a sign
choice ǫ = ±1 in front of the independent orbit. Clearly, the two choices correspond
to different projections at the level of the spectrum, and indeed the Hodge numbers of
the smooth Calabi-Yau manifolds associated to this T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold are reversed.
In the case of the type IIB superstring, the one-loop torus amplitude is
T =1
4
∫
F
d2τ
τ 32
{
|Too|2Λ1Λ2Λ3 + |Tog|2Λ1
∣∣∣∣4η2θ22
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Tof |2Λ2
∣∣∣∣4η2θ22
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Toh|2Λ3
∣∣∣∣4η2θ22
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Tgo|2Λ1
∣∣∣∣4η2θ24
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Tgg|2Λ1
∣∣∣∣4η2θ23
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Tfo|2Λ2
∣∣∣∣4η2θ24
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Tff |2Λ2
∣∣∣∣4η2θ23
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Tho|2Λ3
∣∣∣∣4η2θ24
∣∣∣∣
2
+ |Thh|2Λ3
∣∣∣∣4η2θ23
∣∣∣∣
2
+ ǫ
(|Tgh|2 + |Tgf |2 + |Tfg|2 + |Tfh|2 + |Thg|2 + |Thf |2)
∣∣∣∣ 8η3θ2θ3θ4
∣∣∣∣
2
}
1
|η|2 ,
(2)
where Λk are lattice sums for the three internal tori
5. The torus amplitude is ex-
5For our notations and conventions, see [26, 25].
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pressed in terms of the 16 quantities Tkl given explicitly in Appendix A. The sign
ǫ = ∓1 multiplying the last line in the partition function, identifies the models with
and without discrete torsion. These have Hodge numbers (h11 , h21) = (3, 51) and
(h11 , h21) = (51, 3), respectively, and are related by mirror symmetry. On an orbifold,
the Hodge homology is partially inherited from the covering space, T 6 in such case,
and partially originates from the twisted sector. As we shall see, untwisted and twisted
homology are intrinsically different and in fact induce completely different properties
on D-branes.
Let us focus on the three cycles for this T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold. Clearly, the number
of inherited 3-cycles is huntw21 = 8, since these are the only 3-cycles of the covering torus
that survive the orbifold projection, and are insensitive to discrete torsion. On the
contrary, twisted three-cycles only exist in the case discrete torsion is turned on, and
more importantly their topology is S2 × S1, where S2 corresponds to the two-cycle
of the blown-up singularity and S1 is a one-cycle of the fixed torus. Now, a 3-cycle
wrapping bulk and twisted cycles, referred to in the literature as rigid cycle, is localised
at orbifold fixed points and cannot be deformed. As a result, if D-branes are wrapped
along these rigid cycles the translational modes in the compact directions should be
absent, and therefore no adjoint scalars (and extra fermions) appear in the spectrum6.
That’s why in the following we shall confine our attention to the Z2×Z2 orbifold with
discrete torsion. In the literature these are also known as T 6/Z2 × Z′2 orbifolds, to
distinguish them from the T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifolds without discrete torsion.
We can now mod-out the IIB superstring by the world-sheet parity Ω that, as usual,
is implemented by the Klein-bottle amplitude
K =1
4
∫ ∞
0
dτ2
τ 32
1
η2
{
(P1P2P3 + P1W2W3 +W1P2W3 +W1W2P3) Too
+ 2× 16 [ǫ1(P1 + ǫW1)Tgo + ǫ2(P2 + ǫW2)Tfo + ǫ3(P3 + ǫW3)Tho]
(
η
θ4
)2}
,
(3)
so that the spectrum of the unoriented closed strings on the T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold is
encoded in
1
2
(T +K) . (4)
In eq. (3), Pk and Wk denote the restriction of the lattice sums Λk to their momentum
and winding sublattices. The option of turning on discrete torsion in eq. (2) affects the
6For a more detailed description of the homology of the T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold and the role of rigid
cycles in orientifold constructions see [9].
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Klein-bottle amplitude by the presence of the three signs ǫk = ±, that must obey
ǫ1 ǫ2 ǫ3 = ǫ . (5)
Notice, in particular, the effect of discrete torsion on Pk + ǫWk. If ǫ = 1, the type IIB
torus amplitude eq. (2) corresponds to the so-called diagonal modular invariant parti-
tion function and, as a results, all states, including the twisted ones, must be properly
projected by the Klein-bottle amplitude, as is indeed the case. On the contrary, if
discrete torsion is turned on and ǫ = −1, the type IIB torus amplitude eq. (2) corre-
sponds to the so-called charge-conjugation modular invariant partition function. Since
the twisted characters are all complex, the twisted amplitudes involve only off-diagonal
combinations of holomorphic and anti-holomorphic characters. As a result, Ω has a
trivial action on them, and they cannot contribute to K. This is clearly spelled in the
combinations Pk + ǫWk = Pk −Wk.
An S modular transformation brings K into the corresponding tree-level (trans-
verse) channel:
K˜ =2
5
4
{(
v1v2v3W
e
1W
e
2W
e
3 +
v1
v2v3
W e1P
e
2P
e
3 +
v2
v1v3
P e1W
e
2P
e
3 +
v3
v1v2
P e1P
e
2W
e
3
)
Too
+ 2
[
ǫ1
(
v1W
e
1 + ǫ
P e1
v1
)
Tog + ǫ2
(
v2W
e
2 + ǫ
P e2
v2
)
Tof
+ǫ3
(
v3W
e
3 + ǫ
P e3
v3
)
Toh
](
2η
θ2
)2}
,
(6)
where the superscript e stands for the usual restriction of the lattice terms to their
even subsets. As expected, the massless states group into perfect squares
K˜0 =2
5
4
{(√
v1v2v3 + ǫ1
√
v1
v2v3
+ ǫ2
√
v2
v1v3
+ ǫ3
√
v3
v1v2
)2
τoo
+
(√
v1v2v3 + ǫ1
√
v1
v2v3
− ǫ2
√
v2
v1v3
− ǫ3
√
v3
v1v2
)2
τog
+
(√
v1v2v3 − ǫ1
√
v1
v2v3
+ ǫ2
√
v2
v1v3
− ǫ3
√
v3
v1v2
)2
τof
+
(√
v1v2v3 − ǫ1
√
v1
v2v3
− ǫ2
√
v2
v1v3
+ ǫ3
√
v3
v1v2
)2
τoh
}
.
(7)
The coefficients of the untwisted τok characters
7 clearly spell-out the geometry of the
orientifold planes involved by this T 6/Z2×Z2 orientifold, that crucially depends on the
7For the definition of the τkl characters see [28] and [25].
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choice of the sign ǫ. In all cases, the ubiquitous O9 planes are accompanied by three
different families of O5 planes, each wrapping one of the internal T 2’s. However, if on
the one hand models without discrete torsion (ǫ = +1) can consistently accommodate
“conventional” O− planes with negative tension and charge, on the other hand models
with discrete torsion (ǫ = −1) must involve at least one “exotic” O5+ plane with
positive tension and charge. In the following, we shall confine our attention to the class
of models with discrete torsion corresponding to the choice (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3) = (+,+,−).
We can now turn to the open-string sector. The simplest way to cancel the RR
tadpoles from eq. (7) is to introduce suitable numbers of D9 branes, of D51 branes
wrapping the first T 2, of D52 branes wrapping the second T
2 and, finally, of D53 branes
wrapping the third T 2 [6]. The anti-branes are needed to cancel the positive charge
of the corresponding O5+ plane. With this configuration of O-planes and D-branes,
NS-NS tadpoles cannot be cancelled and supersymmetry is explicitly broken as in [7],
resulting in nonsupersymmetric but tachyon-free models. However, it has been shown
in [10, 8, 9] that supersymmetric vacua can be actually built if suitable background
magnetic fields are turned on.
A proper implementation of the orbifold projection in the open-string sector, sug-
gests that we introduce two “families” of D9-branes, labelled by the complex charges
pa, p¯a, qα and q¯α, so that the action of Z2 × Z2 on the Chan-Paton labels is
Na,o = pa + p¯a ,
Na,g = i(pa − p¯a) ,
Na,f = i(pa − p¯a) ,
Na,h = pa + p¯a ,
Nα,o = qα + q¯α ,
Nα,g = i(qα − q¯α) ,
Nα,f = −i(qα − q¯α) ,
Nα,h = −qα − q¯α ,
(8)
and the resulting gauge group is the product of unitary factors
GCP =
∏
a
U(pa)×
∏
α
U(qα) . (9)
Since the parametrisation in eqs. (8) determines the D-brane contribution to the un-
twisted (Na,o and Nα,o) and k-twisted (Na,k and Nα,k) tadpoles, it is clear that, before
magnetic backgrounds are turned on, D9 branes have non-trivial couplings only with
respect to forms from the h-twisted sector. This is a consequence of the presence of
the O5+ planes wrapping the third torus fixed under the h generator.
Turning on magnetic backgrounds for the open-string gauge fields affects as usual
the masses of the open-string modes and the multiplicities of the various representa-
tions. Details on the structure of annulus and Mo¨bius-strip partition functions for the
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case of constant magnetic fields H
(A)
i on the A-th stack of D9 branes where A = (a, α)
along the T 2i torus are given in Appendix B. Dirac quantisation condition
H
(A)
i =
m
(A)
i
n
(A)
i vi
, (10)
relates the volume vi of the torus to the strength of the magnetic deformation, while
demanding that N = 1 supersymmetry be preserved in four dimensions constrains the
choices of the magnetic fields along the T 2’s
H
(A)
1 +H
(A)
2 +H
(A)
3 = H
(A)
1 H
(A)
2 H
(A)
3 . (11)
With a T-duality along the horizontal directions of the three two-torii, D9-branes are
transformed into D6 branes, and the magnetic fields H
(A)
i are related to the angles
θ
(A)
i the rotated D6-branes make with the horizontal axis of the i-th torus, H
(A)
i =
tan θ
(A)
i . The integers (m
(A)
i , n
(A)
i ), that in the magnetised picture denote the familiar
degeneracies of the Landau levels from quantum mechanics, now count the number
of times D6 branes wrap the fundamental cycles of the T 2i , while the supersymmetry
condition eq. (11) now becomes
θ
(A)
1 + θ
(A)
2 + θ
(A)
3 = 0 . (12)
Although the condition in eq. (11) guarantees that the A-th stack of magnetised
branes preserves N = 1 supersymmetry, demanding that all stacks preserve the same
supersymmetry charges further constrains the magnetic fields to satisfy the inequality
H
(A)
1 H
(A)
2 +H
(A)
1 H
(A)
3 +H
(A)
2 H
(A)
3 ≤ 1 . (13)
Therefore, if and only if eqs. (11) and (13) hold for every stack A, the resulting vacuum
configuration is supersymmetric.
In addition to the supersymmetry conditions, consistent models must also satisfy
tadpole conditions, for both RR and NS-NS massless states. These can be divided
into two classes, untwisted and twisted, depending on the origin of the corresponding
closed-string fields. From eq. (7) and from the annulus and Mo¨bius strip amplitudes
in the Appendix, one can derive the conditions∑
a
pa n
(a)
1 n
(a)
2 n
(a)
3 +
∑
α
qα n
(α)
1 n
(α)
2 n
(α)
3 = 16 ,∑
a
pa n
(a)
1 m
(a)
2 m
(a)
3 +
∑
α
qα n
(α)
1 m
(α)
2 m
(α)
3 = −16 ǫ1 ,∑
a
pam
(a)
1 n
(a)
2 m
(a)
3 +
∑
α
qαm
(α)
1 n
(α)
2 m
(α)
3 = −16 ǫ2 ,∑
a
pam
(a)
1 m
(a)
2 n
(a)
3 +
∑
α
qαm
(α)
1 m
(α)
2 n
(α)
3 = −16 ǫ3 ,
(14)
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from the untwisted sector, and∑
a
pam
(a)
1 ǫ
(a),g
l +
∑
α
qαm
(α)
1 ǫ
(α),g
l = 0 ,∑
a
pam
(a)
2 ǫ
(a),f
l −
∑
α
qαm
(α)
2 ǫ
(α),f
l = 0 ,∑
a
pa n
(a)
3 ǫ
(a),h
l −
∑
α
qα n
(α)
3 ǫ
(α),h
l = 0 ,
(15)
for each twisted sector g, f and h. Clearly, twisted tadpoles must be satisfied locally
at each fixed point l = 1, . . . , 16. Twisted tadpole conditions have a neat geometrical
interpretation in the T-dual picture in terms of branes at angles [4]. Since the twisted
closed-string fields are localised at the fixed point, only branes passing through the l-th
fixed point can in principle couple to them and contribute to their tadpole. In eq. (15),
this is neatly spelled by the index ǫ
(A),g
l that is equal to 1 if brane A passes through
the l-th point fixed under the action of the g generator, and equals zero otherwise.
Notice the deep difference in the brane contribution to the twisted tadpoles in
eq. (15), as a result of the type of O-planes involved and the consequent action of the
Z2 × Z2 orbifold on the Chan-Paton labels, eq. (8). In the g and f twisted sectors,
branes couple to the corresponding RR forms only in the presence of a non-trivial
magnetic field (m
(A)
i 6= 0). For instance, if one considers the coupling to the RR field
S2C2O2O2 from the g-twisted sector, one finds
n
(a)
1
2
ǫ
(a),g
l
[
pa
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ es1H(a)1 − p¯a
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ e−s1H(a)1
]
+
n
(α)
1
2
ǫ
(α),g
l
[
qα
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ es1H(α)1 − q¯α
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ e−s1H(α)1
]
=
s1
2
[
(pa + p¯a)m
(a)
1 ǫ
(a),g
l + (qα + q¯α)m
(α)
1 ǫ
(α),g
l
] ∫
M4
C
(l)
4 ,
(16)
where si = ±1 represent the internal helicities of the fermions and C(l)j are j-form RR
fields localised at the l-th fixed point.
On the contrary, D9 branes couple to the h-twisted RR fields also if the magnetic
field is turned off (i.e. if m3 = 0 and n3 = 1). In this case, in the low-energy effective
11
action one finds couplings of the form
n
(a)
3
2
ǫ
(a),h
l
[
pa
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ es3H(a)3 + p¯a
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ e−s3H(a)3
]
− n
(α)
3
2
ǫ
(α),h
l
[
qα
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ es3H(α)3 + q¯α
∫
M6
C(l) ∧ e−s3H(α)3
]
=
1
2
[
ǫ
(a),h
l n
(a)
3 (pa + p¯a)− ǫ(α),hl n(α)3 (qα + q¯α)
] ∫
M6
C
(l)
6 .
(17)
In addition to the cancellation of homological tadpoles, that have a clear low-
engery descriptions in terms of the consistency of Bianchi identities and equations
of motion, one has to impose further K-theory constraints, associated to some torsion
charges which are invisible to homology [27]. For such T 6/Z2×Z2 orientifold, K-theory
conditions were derived in [9], and we have explicitly checked that, in all the examples
we shall discuss in this paper, they are satisfied.
The magnetic field configuration and/or the geometry of the D-branes at angles
also affects the massless excitations in the open-string sector. If the supersymmetry
conditions eqs. (11) and (13) are satisfied, the light fields comprise chiral superfields
charged with respect to the gauge group GCP as listed in table 1.
The effective multiplicities of representations for this T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold, depend
not only on the topological intersection numbers between branes of different types
IAB =
3∏
i=1
IABi , I
AB
i = m
(A)
i n
(B)
i − n(A)i m(B)i ,
IAB
′
=
3∏
i=1
IAB
′
i , I
AB′
i = m
(A)
i n
(B)
i + n
(A)
i m
(B)
i ,
(18)
and branes and O-planes
IAO = 8
(
m
(A)
1 m
(A)
2 m
(A)
3 − ǫ1m(A)1 n(A)2 n(A)3 − ǫ2 n(A)1 m(A)2 n(A)3 − ǫ3 n(A)1 n(A)2 m(A)3
)
, (19)
but they also depend on the action of the orbifold group on the open-string states and
the Chan-Paton factors. Since the orbifold projection acts through the fixed points, it
is clear that states at brane intersections feel the orbifold projection if and only if the
intersection point coincides with one of the orbifold fixed points [4]. This is encoded
in the quantity
SABi=g,f,h = number of fixed points of the generator i = g, f, h
that both branes A and B intersect ,
(20)
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Multiplicity Representation Relevant Indices
1
8
(Iaa
′
+ IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa′2 + 4Iaa′3 )
(
pa(pa−1)
2
, 1
)
∀a
1
8
(Iαα
′
+ IαO − 4Iαα′1 − 4Iαα′2 + 4Iαα′3 )
(
1, qα(qα−1)
2
)
∀α
1
8
(Iaa
′ − IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa′2 + 4Iaa′3 )
(
pa(pa+1)
2
, 1
)
∀a
1
8
(Iαα
′ − IαO − 4Iαα′1 − 4Iαα′2 + 4Iαα′3 )
(
1, qα(qα+1)
2
)
∀α
1
4
(Iaα
′ − Saαg Iaα′1 + Saαf Iaα′2 − Saαh Iaα′3 ) (pa, qα) ∀a, ∀α
1
4
(Iaα + Saαg I
aα
1 − Saαf Iaα2 − Saαh Iaα3 ) (pa, q¯α) ∀a, ∀α
1
4
(Iab
′ − Sabg Iab′1 − Sabf Iab′2 + Sabh Iab′3 ) (pa, pb) a < b
1
4
(Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3 ) (pa, p¯b) a < b
1
4
(Iαβ
′ − Sαβg Iαβ
′
1 − Sαβf Iαβ
′
2 + S
αβ
h I
αβ′
3 ) (qα, qβ) α < β
1
4
(Iαβ + Sαβg I
αβ
1 + S
αβ
f I
αβ
2 + S
αβ
h I
αβ
3 ) (qα, q¯β) α < β
1 (pa, q¯α) + (p¯a, qα) if H
a
i = H
α
i ∀i
1 (pa, qα) + (p¯a, q¯α) if H
a
i = −Hαi ∀i
Table 1: Representations and multiplicities of charged chiral superfields on a T 6/Z2×Z2
orbifold with discrete torsion, in the presence of magnetic backgrounds.
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with A = (a, α), B = (b, β). Notice that, under the working assumption that all branes
pass through the origin of the three two-tori, Saai=g,f,h = S
αα
i=g,f,h = 4, as is explicitly
written in table 1. SABi depends on the wrapping numbers of the two stacks A and B.
More specifically, for Z2 fixed points they only depend on the equivalence class branes
A and branes B belong to. In particular, if they belong to the same equivalence class
(i.e. the corresponding wrapping numbers have the same parity) then they intersect
once or twice at the fixed points in a given torus. In our case, since the T 6/Z2 × Z2
orbifold, strictly speaking, does not admit fixed points but only fixed two-tori, SABi
can only take the values 1, 2 or 4. This is crucial in order to give a consistent spectrum
with integer multiplicities, as can be deduced from table 1.
As usual, tadpole conditions take care of irreducible anomalies, whenever present.
In fact, in the case at hand, the chiral spectrum in table 1 is potentially anomalous,
with a coefficient of the SU(pa)
3 irreducible anomaly proportional to
SU(pa)
3 ∼ m(a)1 m(a)2 m(a)3
[∑
b
pb n
(b)
1 n
(b)
2 n
(b)
3 +
∑
α
qα n
(α)
1 n
(α)
2 n
(α)
3 − 16
]
+m
(a)
1 n
(a)
2 n
(a)
3
[∑
b
pb n
(b)
1 m
(b)
2 m
(b)
3 +
∑
α
qα n
(α)
1 m
(α)
2 m
(α)
3 + 16 ǫ1
]
+ n
(a)
1 m
(a)
2 n
(a)
3
[∑
b
pbm
(b)
1 n
(b)
2 m
(b)
3 +
∑
α
qαm
(α)
1 n
(α)
2 m
(α)
3 + 16 ǫ2
]
+ n
(a)
1 n
(a)
2 m
(a)
3
[∑
b
pbm
(b)
1 m
(b)
2 n
(b)
3 +
∑
α
qαm
(α)
1 m
(α)
2 n
(α)
3 + 16 ǫ3
]
− n(a)1
[∑
b
Sabg pbm
(b)
1 +
∑
α
Saαg qαm
(α)
1
]
− n(a)2
[∑
b
Sabf pbm
(b)
2 +
∑
α
Saαf qαm
(α)
2
]
+m
(a)
3
[∑
b
Sabh pb n
(b)
3 +
∑
α
Saαh qα n
(α)
3
]
,
(21)
where the sums extend over all stacks of branes. Clearly, each line is proportional to
the tadpoles in eqs. (14) and (15) and, therefore, the anomaly is cancelled in consistent
vacuum configurations, where tadpoles are absent. Notice that, in order to recover the
twisted tadpoles in eq. (21), we have explicitly made use of the relation
Sabk =
∑
l∈Fk
ǫ
(a),k
l ǫ
(b),k
l , for k = g, h, f . (22)
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where in the sum above, Fk denotes the set of fixed points of the operation k = g, h, f .
Similar expressions clearly hold for SU(qα)
3, and other combinations of unitary groups.
2.1 The low-energy effective action
From the tadpole conditions and from eqs. (16) and (17), one can easily deduce some
of the couplings in the low-energy effective action. In particular, if one denotes by S
the axion-dilaton chiral superfield, by Ti and Ui, i = 1, 2, 3, the Ka¨hler and complex
structure moduli associated to the three two-tori, and by M li , l = 1, . . . , 16, the 48 =
3 × 16 chiral multiplets from the twisted sectors, one for each fixed point, the gauge
kinetic functions for the magnetised D9 branes read
f
(A)
D9 =n
(A)
1 n
(A)
2 n
(A)
3 S − n(A)1 m(A)2 m(A)3 T1 −m(A)1 n(A)2 m(A)3 T2 −m(A)1 m(A)2 n(A)3 T3
+ α1

∑
l∈Fg
ǫ
(A),g
l X
(A)
1 m
(A)
1 M
l
1 +
∑
l∈Ff
ǫ
(A),f
l X
(A)
2 m
(A)
2 M
l
2


+ α2
∑
l∈Fh
ǫ
(A),h
l X
(A)
3 n
(A)
3 M
h
3 .
(23)
Clearly, A = (a, α) counts the different type of magnetised branes, α1 and α2 are
constants, and M li denotes the twisted fields localised at the l-th fixed point of type
i where the D9(A) brane passes through. Finally, the X
(A)
i ’s represent the “charge” of
the twisted moduli with respect to the gauge groups U(pa) relative to U(qα). They can
be extracted from eq. (15), and
X
(a)
1 = +1 , X
(α)
1 = +1
X
(a)
2 = +1 , X
(α)
2 = −1
X
(a)
3 = +1 , X
(α)
3 = −1 ,
(24)
if the A brane passes through the given fixed points, and vanish otherwise.
The closed-string fields also transform with respect to the U(1)(A) gauge transforma-
tions Λ(A), as demanded by the generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism. If the Abelian
factor is associated to a stack of pA = {pa, qα} D-branes, the non-linear transformations
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of the closed-string fields read
δS = λS
∑
A
pA m
(A)
1 m
(A)
2 m
(A)
3 Λ
(A) ,
δT1 = λ
∑
A
pA m
(A)
1 n
(A)
2 n
(A)
3 Λ
(A) ,
δT2 = λ
∑
A
pA n
(A)
1 m
(A)
2 n
(A)
3 Λ
(A) ,
δT3 = λ
∑
A
pA n
(A)
1 n
(A)
2 m
(A)
3 Λ
(A) ,
δM1 = λ1 α1
∑
A
pA ǫ
(A),g
l X
(A)
1 n
(A)
1 Λ
(A) ,
δM2 = λ2 α1
∑
A
pA ǫ
(A),f
l X
(A)
2 n
(A)
2 Λ
(A) ,
δM3 = λ3 α2
∑
A
pA ǫ
(A),h
l X
(A)
3 m
(A)
3 Λ
(A) ,
(25)
where the λ’s are normalisation constants, that can be straightforwardly determined
by comparing a generic U(1) anomaly matrix
CAB =
1
4π2
Tr (Q2AQB) , CAA =
1
12π2
Tr (Q3A) , (26)
with the variation of the gauge kinetic function
δfA =
∑
B
CAB Λ
(B) (27)
under generic Abelian transformations V (A) → V (A)+Λ(A)+Λ¯(A). In our case, however,
one has to be careful since the generators of the U(1)’s are not canonically normalised,
so that an additional TrQ2A factor appears,
δL =
∑
A,B
CAB Λ
(B)Tr(Q2A)FA F˜A . (28)
The gauge variations eq. (25) lead to the appearance of FI terms ξ(A) on the mag-
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netised stacks. In the orbifold limit Mi ≪ 1, they are given by
1
pA
ξ(A) =
λSm
(A)
1 m
(A)
2 m
(A)
3
s
+ λ
(
m
(A)
1 n
(A)
2 n
(A)
3
t1
+
n
(A)
1 m
(A)
2 n
(A)
3
t2
+
n
(A)
1 n
(A)
2 m
(A)
3
t3
)
− α1

λ1 ∑
l∈Fg
ǫ
(A),g
l Ml1X(A)1 n(A)1 + λ2
∑
l∈Ff
ǫ
(A),f
l Ml2X(A)2 n(A)2


− λ3 α2
∑
l∈Fh
ǫ
(A),h
l Ml3X(A)3 m(A)3 ,
(29)
where we defined the real parts s = ReS, ti = ReTi and Mi = ReMi of the closed-
string moduli.
3 Rigid instantons
Instantonic corrections to the low-energy effective action can also be computed in terms
of Euclidean branes fully wrapping internal cycles. We postpone until Appendix C de-
tails about the one-loop amplitudes encoding the spectra of the E1 and E5 instantons
on this Z2×Z2 orientifold with discrete torsion, and with (ǫ1, ǫ2, ǫ3) = (1, 1,−1). There
it is shown that only E13 instantons, wrapping the same rigid cycle as the O5+ planes,
have the required minimal number (two) of fermionic zero modes to generate directly
non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential. E11, E12 and E5 instantons have
instead four neutral zero-modes and, therefore, they might yield non-trivial contribu-
tions to the superpotential only if they properly interact with zero-modes on different
branes [29]. However, we shall not discuss here this possibility, and consider only the
effect of a single E13 instanton, also known as SO(1) instanton, whose only neutral
zero-modes are xµ and θα, associated to the superspace coordinates.
Actually, one can define four different types of E13 instantons, corresponding to the
four inequivalent choices of Chan-Paton factors
D1h;o = r3 ,
D1h;g = r3 ,
D1h;f = r3 ,
D1h;h = r3 ,
D2h;o = r3 ,
D2h;g = r3 ,
D2h;f = −r3 ,
D2h;h = −r3 ,
D3h;o = r3 ,
D3h;g = −r3 ,
D3h;f = r3 ,
D3h;h = −r3 ,
D4h;o = r3 ,
D4h;g = −r3 ,
D4h;f = −r3 ,
D4h;h = r3 .
(30)
These are the gauge instantons for the four types of fractional D53 branes in the model
in [6]. In the following we shall refer to them by E1o, E1g, E1f and E1h, where we have
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dropped the index 3, since these are the only ones whose effects we shall study in this
paper.
Details on the partition function for E-branes can be found in Appendix C, while
table 2 summarises the structure of the zero modes charged with respect to GCP, for
the simple case of a non-magnetised E1 instanton.
Instanton Multiplicity Representation
E1o
1
4
(
Iab − Sabg Iab1 − Sabf Iab2 + Sabh Iab3
)
(r3, p¯b)
1
4
(
Iaβ − Sαβg Iaβ1 + Sαβf Iaβ2 − Sαβh Iaβ3
)
(r3, q¯β)
E1g
1
4
(
Iab − Sabg Iab1 + Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
(r3, p¯b)
1
4
(
Iaβ − Sαβg Iaβ1 − Sαβf Iaβ2 + Sαβh Iaβ3
)
(r3, q¯β)
E1f
1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 − Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
(r3, p¯b)
1
4
(
Iaβ + Sαβg I
aβ
1 + S
αβ
f I
aβ
2 + S
αβ
h I
aβ
3
)
(r3, q¯β)
E1h
1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3
)
(r3, p¯b)
1
4
(
Iaβ + Sαβg I
aβ
1 − Sαβf Iaβ2 − Sαβh Iaβ3
)
(r3, q¯β)
Table 2: Charged zero modes for E13 branes. The index a in the multiplicities corre-
sponds to the E13 instantons, with wrapping numbers (m,n) = {(1, 0) , (−1, 0) , (0, 1)}.
Finally, from the transverse channel amplitudes one can derive their gauge kinetic
functions, that read
SE1o = σ

T3 + 4α1

−∑
l∈Fg
ǫ
(i),g
l M
l
1 +
∑
l∈Ff
ǫ
(i),f
l M
l
2

+ 4α2 ∑
l∈Fh
ǫ
(i),h
l M
l
3

 ,
SE1g = σ

T3 + 4α1

−∑
l∈Fg
ǫ
(i),g
l M
l
1 −
∑
l∈Ff
ǫ
(i),f
l M
l
2

− 4α2 ∑
l∈Fh
ǫ
(i),h
l M
l
3

 ,
SE1f = σ

T3 + 4α1

∑
l∈Fg
ǫ
(i),g
l M
l
1 +
∑
l∈Ff
ǫ
(i),f
l M
l
2

− 4α2 ∑
l∈Fh
ǫ
(i),h
l M
l
3

 ,
SE1h = σ

T3 + 4α1

∑
l∈Fg
ǫ
(i),g
l M
l
1 −
∑
l∈Ff
ǫ
(i),f
l M
l
2

+ 4α2 ∑
l∈Fh
ǫ
(i),h
l M
l
3

 ,
(31)
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where σ is a positive normalisation constant, and the closed-string fields have been
defined in the previous section.
4 Explicit models
In this section we shall analyse in detail some explicit orientifold configurations together
with their non-perturbative corrections. For simplicity, we shall confine our attention
to the case of equal magnetic fields on the brane stacks labelled by a and α. In the T-
dual picture of D6 branes at angles, this would correspond to configurations where the a
and α branes are rotated by the same angles, and thus, belong to the same equivalence
class. This assumption will considerably simplify the twisted tadpole conditions (15),
but nevertheless will allow for some interesting physics. Therefore, in the following we
shall suppress the index α and assume that pa = qa. One such stack of magnetised
D9-branes will then yield a U(pa) × U(qa) gauge group. In this Section, we shall use
the index structure
(a)
1 to refer to a U(pa) factor and the index structure
(a)
2 to refer to
a U(qa) factor. The parametrisation of the Chan-Paton factors is then
Na,o = pa + qa + p¯a + q¯a ,
Na,f = i(pa − qa − p¯a + q¯a) ,
Na,g = i(pa + qa − p¯a − q¯a) ,
Na,h = pa − qa + p¯a − q¯a .
(32)
The annulus and Mo¨bius strip partition functions can be easily derived from those in
Appendix B, so to obtain the massless spectrum listed in table 3. Notice that in the
multiplicity of the bi-fundamental representation (pa, qa) we have explicitly counted the
number of brane intersections located at orbifold fixed points, since pa and qa branes
have homologous wrapping numbers.
4.1 Fractional branes and instanton breaking of conformal in-
variance
The first model we consider was first built in [8] and, has only two stacks of branes
with the following wrapping numbers
(m
(1)
i , n
(1)
i ) = {(1, 1) , (1, 1) , (−1, 1)} ,
(m
(2)
i , n
(2)
i ) = {(−1, 1) , (−1, 1) , (1, 1)} .
(33)
We note that although in a toroidal setup these two stacks would be merely the images
of each other. In the present setup, their different twisted charges, crucial for the
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Multiplicity Representation Relevant Indices
1
8
(Iaa
′
+ IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa′2 + 4Iaa′3 )
(
pa(pa−1)
2
, 1
)
+
(
1, qa(qa−1)
2
)
∀a
1
8
(Iaa
′ − IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa′2 + 4Iaa′3 )
(
pa(pa+1)
2
, 1
)
+
(
1, qa(qa+1)
2
)
∀a
1
4
(Iaa
′ − 4Iaa′1 + 4Iaa′2 − 4Iaa′3 ) (pa, qa) ∀a
1
4
(Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 − Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3 ) (pa, q¯b) a 6= b
1
4
(Iab
′ − Sabg Iab′1 + Sabf Iab′2 − Sabh Iab′3 ) (pa, qb) a 6= b
1
4
(Iab
′ − Sabg Iab′1 − Sabf Iab′2 + Sabh Iab′3 ) (pa, pb) + (qa, qb) a < b
1
4
(Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3 ) (pa, p¯b) + (qa, q¯b) a < b
1 (pa, q¯a) + (p¯a, qa) ∀a
Table 3: Representations and multiplicities of charged chiral superfields on a T 6/Z2×Z2
orbifold with discrete torsion, in the presence of equal magnetic fields on D9(a) and D9(α)
branes.
cancelation of the twisted tadpoles in eq. (15), make them physically inequivalent.
The gauge group is therefore U(4)2 × U(4)2 and the massless spectrum consists of
chiral multiplets in the representations
(4¯, 4, 1, 1)(−1,1,0,0) + (4, 4¯, 1, 1)(1,−1,0,0) + (1, 1, 4¯, 4)(0,0,−1,1) + (1, 1, 4, 4¯)(0,0,1,−1)
+ 8× [(6¯, 1, 1, 1)(−2,0,0,0) + (1, 6¯, 1, 1)(0,−2,0,0) + (1, 1, 6, 1)(0,0,2,0) + (1, 1, 1, 6)(0,0,0,2)] ,
+ (4, 1, 4, 1) + (4¯, 1, 4¯, 1) + (4, 1, 1, 4) + (4¯, 1, 1, 4¯)
+ (1, 4, 4, 1) + (1, 4¯, 4¯, 1) + (1, 4, 1, 4) + (1, 4¯, 1, 4¯)
(34)
where the subscript clearly denotes the U(1)4 charges. Actually, all Abelian factors are
anomalous, and therefore the low-energy group is SU(4)4.
The contribution of the anomaly encoded in the matrix
Cab =
32
π2


−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 , (35)
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must then be cancelled by the gauge variations of the gauge kinetic functions
f
(1)
1 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 + α1 (M1 +M2) + α2M3 ,
f
(1)
2 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 + α1 (M1 −M2)− α2M3 ,
f
(2)
1 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 − α1 (M1 +M2) + α2M3 ,
f
(2)
2 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 − α1 (M1 −M2)− α2M3 .
(36)
Using the following expression for the gauge variations from eq.(25)
δS = 4 λS
[
−Λ(1)1 − Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 + Λ(2)2
]
,
δT1 = δT2 = −δT3 = 4 λ
[
Λ
(1)
1 + Λ
(1)
2 − Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
δM1 = 4 λ1 α1
[
Λ
(1)
1 + Λ
(1)
2 + Λ
(2)
1 + Λ
(2)
2
]
,
δM2 = 4 λ2 α1
[
Λ
(1)
1 − Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
δM3 = 4 λ3 α2
[
−Λ(1)1 + Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
(37)
and taking into account the fact that we work with non-canonically normalised U(1)
generators, one obtains the following expressions for Cab
C11 = C22 = −C33 = −C44 = 32
(−λS + 3 λ+ α21 λ1 + α21 λ2 − α22 λ3) ,
C12 = C21 = −C34 = −C43 = 32
(−λS + 3 λ+ α21 λ1 − α21 λ2 + α22 λ3) ,
C13 = C24 = −C31 = −C42 = 32
(
λS − 3 λ+ α21 λ1 + α21 λ2 + α22 λ3
)
,
C14 = C23 = −C32 = −C41 = 32
(
λS − 3 λ+ α21 λ1 − α21 λ2 − α22 λ3
)
.
(38)
Requiring that eq. (38) matches the anomalous contributions encoded in eq. (35) one
finds
− λS + 3 λ = α21 λ1 = α21 λ2 = −α22 λ3 = −
1
4π2
. (39)
We can now turn to the analysis of instantonic effects induced by the E13 brane.
We denote the chiral fields in the antisymmetric (6 and 6¯) representations by A1ij, A
2
ij,
A3ij and A
4
ij , respectively. The instantonic sector is labelled by the vector (k1, k2, k3, k4),
where each ki is the instanton number associated to the i-th unitary gauge group. As
already stressed in the previous section, we are essentially interested to the effect of
(single) SO(1) instantons, and therefore we assume ki = 0, 1. The zero-mode structure
of these E1 instantons is derived in Appendix C, and is then listed in table 4
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Instanton (k1, k2, k3, k4) Representation Zero mode
E1o (1, 0, 0, 0) (1, 4, 1, 1) η
o
i
E1g (0, 1, 0, 0) (4, 1, 1, 1) η
g
i
E1f (0, 0, 1, 0) (1, 1, 4¯, 1) η
f
i
E1h (0, 0, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1, 4¯) η
h
i
Table 4: Charged zero-mode structure for SO(1) E1 instantons for models with only
fractional branes. The index i runs over the (anti)fundamental representation of U(4).
Let us analyse the case of a single E1o instanton in detail. The gauge-invariant
instantonic action including both neutral and charged zero modes is
Sinst = SE1o +
4∑
i,j=1
ηoiA
2
ijη
o
j , (40)
where SE1o was derived in Section 3 and is given explicitly in eq. (31). Upon integration
over the charged instantonic zero-modes∫ 4∏
i=1
dηoi e
−Sinst , (41)
a non-perturbative correction to the superpotential is generated
Wnon−pert = e−SE1o
4∑
i,j,k,l=1
ǫijklA
2
ijA
2
kl , (42)
that corresponds to a mass term for A2ij .
Similar results, clearly hold when the other instantonic contributions are taken into
account. In particular, a single E1g instanton gives mass to A
1
ij , a single E1f instanton
gives mass to A3ij, and finally a single E1h instanton gives mass to A
4
ij.
Demanding that the new coupling in the superpotential (42) be gauge invariant,
actually fixes the overall normalisation of the instantonic action and of the gauge
variation for the Ka¨hler modulus T3. In fact, from eqs. (25) and (31) one can easily
determine the gauge variation of SE1o
δSE1o = 4σ
[
−
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(1)
1 −
(
λ− 3
π2
)
Λ
(1)
2 +
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(2)
1 +
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(2)
2
]
,
(43)
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and therefore one must choose
λ = − 1
π2
= − 1
4σ
, (44)
so that δSE1o = 4Λ
(1)
2 , and e
−SE1oAA is indeed gauge invariant. Moreover, eqs. (39)
and (44) also fix
λS = −11/4π2 . (45)
Notice that this is consistent with the gauge invariance of the non-perturbative contri-
butions from the other instantons, since
δSE1g = 4σ
[
−
(
λ− 3
π2
)
Λ
(1)
1 −
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(1)
2 +
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(2)
1 +
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(2)
2
]
,
δSE1f = 4σ
[
−
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(1)
1 −
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(1)
2 +
(
λ− 3
π2
)
Λ
(2)
1 +
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(2)
2
]
,
δSE1h = 4σ
[
−
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(1)
1 −
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(1)
2 +
(
λ+
1
π2
)
Λ
(2)
1 +
(
λ− 3
π2
)
Λ
(2)
2
]
,
(46)
and therefore the same choice (44) yields gauge-invariant mass terms for the corre-
sponding open-string fields in the antisymmetric representations.
It is particularly interesting to study a minor deformation of this model, where the
second pair of D9 branes is endowed with suitable Wilson lines. In order to still solve
the twisted tadpole conditions, Wilson lines can be turned on only along the first T 2
that is unaffected by the g twist. More precisely, the Wilson lines are T-dual to a motion
placing them in the other fixed points of the f and h operations The resulting spectrum
divides into two non-interacting sectors. Both sets of branes have effective gauge group
SU(4)2, chiral supermultiplets Φ and Φ˜ in the bi-fundamental representations (4¯, 4) and
(4, 4¯) and eight fields A1 and A2 in the anti-symmetric representations (6¯, 1) and (1, 6¯).
The beta functions for the non-Abelian gauge couplings are vanishing at one loop, and
there are no renormalisable Yukawa couplings. As a result, the theory is conformal
at one-loop, also conformal invariance is broken at higher loop order. However, it is
tempting to speculate about the existence of an IR conformal fixed point, following
the arguments of [23]. Indeed, the all-loop beta functions for gauge couplings are
proportional to
βg = 3C2(G)−
∑
R
T (R) +
∑
R
T (R)γ(ΦR) , (47)
so that in the present case, assuming that the eight fields in the anti-symmetric repre-
sentation all share the same anomalous dimension, the two gauge couplings g1 and g2
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run according to
β1(g1, g2) = 2(γΦ + γΦ˜ + 4γA1) , β2(g1, g2) = 2(γΦ + γΦ˜ + 4γA2) . (48)
Since γΦ = γΦ˜, conformal invariance persists at all orders if
γΦ + 2γA1 = 0 ,
γΦ + 2γA2 = 0 .
(49)
This is a system of two equations in two unknowns, g1 and g2, that might in principle
admit a solution. Clearly, the origin g1 = g2 = 0 is a solution, while if (g
0
1, g
0
2) is a
discrete solution than so is (g02, g
0
1), because of the relation γA1(g1, g2) = γA2(g2, g1).
These discrete solutions would then correspond to IR conformal fixed points. Moreover,
since the two eqs. (48) are independent, one can conclude that the theory has no
conformal fixed line.
We have just shown, however, that instantons generate a mass term for the fields
in the antisymmetric representations. Although, these terms clearly break conformal
invariance at the perturbative level, non-perturbatively this is not so obvious, since a
quadratic coupling mAA in the superpotential might still be conformal provided its
anomalous dimension vanishes,
βm ∼ −1 + 1
2
γA1,2 = 0 . (50)
However, the system of equations (48) and (50) is overconstrained and a priori has
no solution, and we can conclude that conformal invariance is actually broken by non-
perturbative effects at a hierarchically small energy scale. This model is actually a
supersymmetric variant of the Frampton and Vafa approach to the hierarchy problem
[24], where quantum corrections to the electroweak scale are protected by conformal
symmetry, that is broken at a scale of the order of a TeV. In our supersymmetric
variant, the emergence of a non-perturbative mass term decouples some states in the
IR, and thus yields an effective low-energy theory with broken conformal symmetry.
Needless to say, it would be interesting to provide concrete non-supersymmetric models
of this kind with the low-energy gauge group and spectrum close to that of the Standard
Model.
4.2 Models with fractional and bulk branes
The second model we want to describe, is a modification of the previous one where
some of the fractional branes are replaced by regular (bulk) branes away from the
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fixed points, but still endowed with non-trivial magnetic fluxes preserving N = 1
supersymmetry. The gauge group associated with these bulk branes is U(n) and the
additional light excitations are listed in table 5
Multiplicity Representation
3 nn¯
2(Iaa
′
+ 1
4
IaO) n(n−1)
2
2(Iaa
′ − 1
4
IaO) n(n+1)
2
Iab (n, p¯b) + (n, q¯b)
Iab
′
(n, pb) + (n, qb)
Table 5: Representations and multiplicities of chiral superfields on bulk branes a. The
intersection numbers have the same definition as in eqs. (18) and (19).
A possible solution to the tadpole (and supersymmetry) conditions, consists of two
pairs of fractional branes with intersection numbers (33) together with two coincident
bulk branes with
(m
(3)
i , n
(3)
i ) = {(1, 1) , (1, 1) , (−1, 1)} . (51)
The gauge group is U(2)2×U(2)2×U(2)bulk and the charged massless spectrum consists
of chiral multiplets in the representations listed in table 6, where names for the relevant
fields are explicitly given.
The anomaly matrix is now
Cab =
8
π2


−1 0 0 0 −1
0 −1 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0 −1
0 0 0 1 −1
−1 −1 1 1 −4

 , (52)
and a generalised Green-Schwarz mechanism demands that the closed-string fields
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Multiplicity Representation Field
1 (2¯, 2, 1, 1, 1)(−1,1,0,0,0)
1 (2, 2¯, 1, 1, 1)(1,−1,0,0,0)
1 (1, 1, 2¯, 2, 1)(0,0,−1,1,0)
1 (1, 1, 2, 2¯, 1)(0,0,1,−1,0)
3 (1, 1, 1, 1, 4)(0,0,0,0,0)
8 (1¯, 1, 1, 1, 1)(−2,0,0,0,0) A
1
8 (1, 1¯, 1, 1, 1)(0,−2,0,0,0) A
2
8 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)(0,0,2,0,0) A
3
8 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1)(0,0,0,2,0) A
4
32 (1, 1, 1, 1, 1¯)(0,0,0,0,−2) A
5
8 (1, 1, 2, 1, 2¯)(0,0,1,0,−1) Φ35¯
8 (1, 1, 1, 2, 2¯)(0,0,0,1,−1) Φ45¯
8 (2¯, 1, 1, 1, 2¯)(−1,0,0,0,−1) Φ1¯5¯
8 (1, 2¯, 1, 1, 2¯)(0,−1,0,0,−1) Φ2¯5¯
Table 6: Massless spectrum charged with respect to the U(2)2×U(2)2×U(2)bulk gauge
group.
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transform non-linearly under the gauge transformations as,
δS = 2 λS
[
−Λ(1)1 − Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 + Λ(2)2 − γ Λ(3)
]
,
δT1 = δT2 = −δT3 = 2 λ
[
Λ
(1)
1 + Λ
(1)
2 − Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2 + γ Λ(3)
]
,
δM1 = 2 λ1 α1
[
Λ
(1)
1 + Λ
(1)
2 + Λ
(2)
1 + Λ
(2)
2
]
,
δM2 = 2 λ2 α1
[
Λ
(1)
1 − Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
δM3 = 2 λ3 α2
[
−Λ(1)1 + Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
(53)
so that the variation of the gauge kinetic functions
f
(1)
1 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 + α1 (M1 +M2) + α2M3 ,
f
(1)
2 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 + α1 (M1 −M2)− α2M3 ,
f
(2)
1 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 − α1 (M1 +M2) + α2M3 ,
f
(2)
2 = S + T1 + T2 − T3 − α1 (M1 −M2)− α2M3 ,
f (3) = γ (S + T1 + T2 − T3) ,
(54)
can cancel the anomaly. Taking into account that the U(1) generators are not canoni-
cally normalised we arrive at the following set of equations
C11 = C22 = −C33 = −C44 = 8
(−λS + 3λ+ α21λ1 + α21λ2 − α22λ3) ,
C12 = C21 = −C34 = −C43 = 8
(−λS + 3λ+ α21λ1 − α21λ2 + α22λ3) ,
C13 = C24 = −C31 = −C42 = 8
(
λS − 3λ+ α21λ1 + α21λ2 + α22λ3
)
,
C14 = C23 = −C32 = −C41 = 8
(
λS − 3λ+ α21λ1 − α21λ2 − α22λ3
)
,
C15 = C25 = C35 = C45 = C51 = C52 = −C53 = −C54 = γ−1C55 = 8γ(−λS + 3λ) .
(55)
This system has (of course) the same solution eq. (39) as the previous model. Notice
that γ = 4 is uniquely singled out from anomaly cancelation conditions, in agree-
ment with the fact that the bulk branes are actually quadruplets with respect to the
orientifold group.
We can now turn to the analysis of non-perturbative effects induced by the E13
branes. We shall restrict our attention only to rigid instantons associated to fractional
branes, that we label by the vector (k1, k2, k3, k4). As in the previous case, we consider
single instanton contributions, corresponding to branes with SO(1) Chan-Paton group,
so that ki = 0, 1. The zero-mode structure of these E1 instantons is listed in table 7.
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Instanton (k1, k2, k3, k4) Representation Zero mode
E1o (1, 0, 0, 0) (1, 2, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) η
o
i , η
b
i
E1g (0, 1, 0, 0) (2, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) η
g
i , η
b
i
E1f (0, 0, 1, 0) (1, 1, 2¯, 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) η
f
i , η
b
i
E1h (0, 0, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1, 2¯, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) η
h
i , η
b
i
Table 7: Charged zero-mode structure for SO(1) E1 instantons for models with frac-
tional and bulk branes. The index i refers to the (anti)fundamental representation of
U(2).
Let us analyse the case of a single E1o instanton in detail. The gauge-invariant
instanton action including both neutral and charged zero modes is now
Sinst = SE1o +
2∑
i,j=1
(
ηoi A
2
ij η
o
j + η
b
i A
5
ij η
b
j + η
o
i (Φ2¯5¯)ij η
b
j
)
. (56)
Upon integration over the charged zero modes ηoi and η
b
i , one gets the following non-
perturbative contribution to the superpotential
Wnon−pert = e−SE1o
2∑
i,j,k,l=1
ǫijǫkl
[
A2ijA
5
kl −
1
2
(Φ2¯5¯)ik(Φ2¯5¯)jl
]
. (57)
Similar results are obtained when considering the other instantons. For instance, an
E1g instanton induces mass terms of the form A
1
ijA
5
kl− 12(Φ1¯5¯)ik(Φ1¯5¯)jl, an E1f instanton
induces mass terms of the form A3ijA
5
kl − 12(Φ35¯)ik(Φ35¯)jl, and finally an E1h instanton
induces mass terms of the form A4ijA
5
kl − 12(Φ45¯)ik(Φ45¯)jl. Equations (25), (31), (39),
(44) and (45) determine the gauge variations of the instanton actions
δSE1o = 2Λ
(1)
2 + 2Λ
(3) ,
δSE1f = −2Λ(2)1 + 2Λ(3) ,
δSE1g = 2Λ
(1)
1 + 2Λ
(3) ,
δSE1h = −2Λ(2)2 + 2Λ(3) ,
(58)
which imply, as expected, that the operators e−SE1(AiA5 + ΦΦ) are gauge invariant.
4.3 Models with linear terms in the superpotential
Linear terms in the superpotential are necessary ingredients in F-term supersymmetry
breaking, a` la O’Raifeartaigh for rigid supersymmetry or a` la Polonyi in supergravity.
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Moreover, they have been recently employed to realise gauge mediation supersymmetry
breaking within string theory [30], and to achieve moduli stabilisation [31]. Motivated
by these applications, we finally study vacuum configurations where the magnetised
branes intersect the E13 instantons, while the remaining unmagnetised branes are par-
allel to them along one internal torus. Suitable Wilson lines can then make massive
the charged zero-modes stretched between the E13 and unmagnetised branes, while
linear terms in the superpotential are generated thanks to the presence of chiral fields
in the antisymmetric representation of U(2) fractional branes, coupling to the charged
zero-modes stretched between the E13 and the fractional magnetised branes.
To be more explicit, the models include two stacks of magnetised D9 branes, one
stack of non-magnetised D9 branes and a last stack of non-magnetised D5 branes.
Their wrapping numbers are, respectively,
(m
(1)
i , n
(1)
i ) = {(2, 1) , (1, 1) , (−1, 1)} ,
(m
(2)
i , n
(2)
i ) = {(−2, 1) , (−1, 1) , (1, 1)} ,
(m
(3)
i , n
(3)
i ) = {(0, 1) , (0, 1) , (0, 1)} ,
(m
(4)
i , n
(4)
i ) = {(0, 1) , (1, 0) , (−1, 0)} .
(59)
Tadpole conditions then select the Chan-Paton gauge group
GCP = U(2)
2 × U(2)2 × USp(4)2 × USp(4)2 , (60)
where pairs of unitary groups live on each fractional brane, while the symplectic ones
originate from non-magnetised D9 and D5 branes that, as anticipated, are displaced
in the bulk. Charged matter corresponds to chiral supermultiplets in bi-fundamental
and (anti)symmetric representations, with given multiplicities. Aside from the open
strings stretched between fractional branes whose excitations are listed in table 1, the
model also includes open strings stretched between non magnetised (D9 and/or D5)
branes and together with open strings stretched between non magnetised branes and
fractional (magnetised) ones. Their generic massless excitations are listed in tables 8
and 9, respectively.
Inserting the explicit values of the wrapping numbers and the Chan-Paton gauge
group eq. (60) one finds the charged spectrum in table 10, where names for the relevant
fields are explicitly given.
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Multiplicity Representation
1 n1(n1−1)
2
1 n2(n2−1)
2
2 (n1, n2)
1 d1(d1−1)
2
1 d2(d2−1)
2
2 (d1, d2)
1 (n1, d1)
1 (n1, d2)
1 (n2, d1)
1 (n2, d2)
Table 8: Massless spectrum from open strings stretched between non magnetised D9
(ni) and D5 (di) branes.
Multiplicity Representation
1
2
(Iab + 2Iab3 ) (pa, n1) + (qa, n2)
1
2
(Iab − 2Iab3 ) (pa, n2) + (qa, n1)
1
2
(Iab + 2Iab2 ) (pa, d1) + (qa, d2)
1
2
(Iab − 2Iab2 ) (pa, d2) + (qa, d1)
Table 9: Massless spectrum from open strings stretched between non magnetised D9
(ni) or D5 (di) branes and magnetised fractional D9 branes.
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Multiplicity Representation field
1 (2, 2¯, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) Φ12¯
1 (2¯, 2, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) Φ1¯2
12 (1¯, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) A1
12 (1, 1¯, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) A2
4 (2¯, 2¯, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) Φ1¯2¯
1 (1, 1, 2, 2¯; 1, 1, 1, 1) Φ34¯
1 (1, 1, 2¯, 2, ; 1, 1, 1, 1) Φ3¯4
12 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) A3
12 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 1) A4
4 (1, 1, 2, 2; 1, 1, 1, 1) Φ34
2 (2¯, 1, 1, 1; 4, 1, 1, 1)
2 (1, 2¯, 1, 1; 1, 4, 1, 1)
2 (1, 1, 2, 1; 4, 1, 1, 1)
2 (1, 1, 1, 2; 1, 4, 1, 1)
2 (2¯, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 4, 1)
2 (1, 2¯, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 4)
2 (1, 1, 2, 1; 1, 1, 1, 4)
2 (1, 1, 1, 2; 1, 1, 4, 1)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 6, 1, 1, 1)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 6, 1, 1)
2 (1, 1, 1, 1; 4, 4, 1, 1)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 6, 1)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 1, 6)
2 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 1, 4, 4)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 4, 1, 4, 1)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 4, 1, 1, 4)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 4, 4, 1)
1 (1, 1, 1, 1; 1, 4, 1, 4)
Table 10: Massless spectrum charged with respect to the U(2)2 × U(2)2 × USp(4)2 ×
USp(4)2 gauge group, where the field Ai is in the antisymmetric representation of the
corresponding SU(2)i factor. To lighten the notation we have not explicitly listed the
U(1) charges. They can be easily derived from the U(2) representations.
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The Abelian anomaly matrix is
Cab =
4
π2


−3 −1 0 0
−1 −3 0 0
0 0 3 1
0 0 1 3

 , (61)
As usual, the gauge anomalies Cab are cancelled by the variation of the gauge kinetic
functions
f
(1)
1 = S + T1 + 2T2 − 2T3 + α1 (2M1 +M2) + α2M3 ,
f
(1)
2 = S + T1 + 2T2 − 2T3 + α1 (2M1 −M2)− α2M3 ,
f
(2)
1 = S + T1 + 2T2 − 2T3 − α1 (2M1 +M2) + α2M3 ,
f
(2)
2 = S + T1 + 2T2 − 2T3 − α1 (2M1 −M2)− α2M3 ,
(62)
under the non-linear transformations of the closed-string fields
δS = 4 λS
[
−Λ(1)1 − Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 + Λ(2)2
]
,
δT1 = 2 δT2 = −2 δT3 = 4 λ
[
Λ
(1)
1 + Λ
(1)
2 − Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
δM1 = 2λ1 α1
[
Λ
(1)
1 + Λ
(1)
2 + Λ
(2)
1 + Λ
(2)
2
]
,
δM2 = 2 λ2 α1
[
Λ
(1)
1 − Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
,
δM3 = 2 λ3 α2
[
−Λ(1)1 + Λ(1)2 + Λ(2)1 − Λ(2)2
]
.
(63)
Taking into account that the U(1) generators are not canonically normalised, one gets
the system of equations
C11 = C22 = −C33 = −C44 = 4
(−4 λS + 12 λ+ 4α21 λ1 + 2α21 λ2 − 2α22 λ3) ,
C12 = C21 = −C34 = −C43 = 4
(−4 λS + 12 λ+ 4α21 λ1 − 2α21 λ2 + 2α22 λ3) ,
C13 = C24 = −C31 = −C42 = 4
(
4 λS − 12 λ+ 4α21 λ1 + 2α21 λ2 + 2α22 λ3
)
,
C14 = C23 = −C32 = −C41 = 4
(
4 λS − 12 λ+ 4α21 λ1 − 2α21 λ2 − 2α22 λ3
)
,
(64)
that also admit the solution (39).
We can now turn to the analysis of non-perturbative effects induced by the E13
branes, that are a distance away from the non-magnetised branes. For this reason, we
shall restrict our attention only to rigid instantons associated to the fractional branes,
that we label by the vector (k1, k2, k3, k4). As in the previous cases, we consider single
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Instanton (k1, k2, k3, k4) Representation Zero mode
E1o (1, 0, 0, 0) (1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) η
o
i
E1g (0, 1, 0, 0) (2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) η
g
i
E1f (0, 0, 1, 0) (1, 1, 2¯, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) η
f
i
E1h (0, 0, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1, 2¯, 1, 1, 1, 1) η
h
i
Table 11: Charged zero-mode structure for SO(1) E1 instantons for models with linear
superpotential. The index i refers to the (anti)fundamental representation of U(2).
instanton contributions, corresponding to branes with SO(1) Chan-Paton group, so
that ki = 0, 1. The zero-mode structure of these E1 instantons is listed in table 11.
Let us analyse the case of a single E1o instanton in some detail. The gauge-invariant
instanton action including both neutral and charged zero modes is
Sinst = SE1o +
2∑
i,j=1
ηoi A
2
ij η
o
j +
2∑
i,j,k=1
ηoi (Φ12¯)ki (Φ1¯2¯)kj η
o
j . (65)
Upon integration over the two charged zero modes ηoi one gets the following non-
perturbative contribution to the superpotential
Wnon−pert = e−SE1o
2∑
i,j=1
ǫij
[
A2ij +
2∑
k=1
(Φ12¯)ki (Φ1¯2¯)kj
]
. (66)
Similar results are obtained when considering the other instantons. For instance, an
E1g instanton induces the coupling A
1+Φ1¯2 Φ1¯2¯, an E1f instanton induces the coupling
A3+Φ34¯ Φ34, and finally an E1h instanton induces the coupling A
4+Φ3¯4Φ34. Equations
(25), (31), (39), (44), (45) determine the gauge variations of the instanton actions
δSE1o = 2Λ
(1)
2 , δSE1g = 2Λ
(1)
1 , δSE1f = −2Λ(2)1 , δSE1h = −2Λ(2)2 , (67)
which imply, as expected, that the operators e−SE1 (A+ ΦΦ) are gauge invariant.
In the limit of rigid supersymmetry, and under the assumption that open-string
moduli can be consistently frozen, the linear terms in the superpotential induce Polony-
like supersymmetry breaking. It is clear, however, that open string moduli are dynam-
ical and it is expected the non-magnetised D9 and D5 branes be unstable so that su-
persymmetry is effectively restored. In a sense, the bulk branes are attracted towards
the rigid instantons.
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5 Conclusions and Perspectives
Stringy instantons play a crucial role in generating hierarchically small masses, low-
energy supersymmetry breaking and also conformal symmetry breaking.
In this paper, we have analysed in detail various instanton effects in the context of
the simplest intersecting brane model with rigid cycles, i.e. the Z2×Z2 orientifold with
discrete torsion. We have performed a complete analysis based on anomaly cancelation,
instantonic zero modes and the gauge invariance of the instanton-induced superpoten-
tial terms. We have then built explicit examples where linear and/or quadratic terms in
the superpotential are generated non-perturbatively, and may trigger supersymmetry
breaking and moduli stabilisation. Moreover, we have also noticed how instantons can
induce a low-scale breaking of conformal invariance, thus offering a possible solution
to the hierarchy problem, as suggested in [24].
However, we have only partially fulfilled our original goals. One of our driving mo-
tivations was trying to connect non-tachyonic non-supersymmetric open-string models
presented in [6], with supersymmetric vacua involving magnetised D9 branes on the
same orbifold. Our conjecture relied on the observations that in both models the
closed-string sector has N = 1 supersymmetry, with identical spectra and configura-
tion of orientifold planes. It is plausible to believe that, even if classically stable, the
non-supersymmetric solution [6] is quantum-mechanically unstable, thus decaying into
the supersymmetric solution [8, 9]. This would be in agreement with what was recently
argued to happen in an N = 2 set-up [32]. However, although we lack a quantitative
understanding of the dynamics, we cannot refrain from conjecturing the following sce-
nario8. The non-supersymmetric orientifold model contains stacks of 16 D51,2 branes
and 16 D53 antibranes, in addition to 16 D9 branes. All D5 branes can be actually
viewed as zero-size gauge instantons on the D9 branes [33]. In fact, although in the
supersymmetric case, the instanton size is a modulus, in the case of brane supersym-
metry breaking, where supersymmetry is broken at the string scale, the instanton size
is not a modulus any longer. However, instantons would energetically prefer to expand
to their maximum size within the worldvolume of the D9 branes, and because of the
conservation of topological charges, the original D5 (anti)branes are actually converted
into diluted magnetic fluxes on the D9 branes. It is very tempting to believe that this
dynamical process is triggered by some instanton in the orbifold geometry, even though
the dynamics of the process is probably highly nontrivial.
Finally, although we concentrated on the case of single instantons with SO(1) gauge
8E.D. is grateful to Valery Rubakov for enlightening discussions on this issue.
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group, so to have the minimal number (two) of neutral zero modes and thus be able to
induce non-perturbative corrections to the superpotential, there is compelling evidence
that, even in the presence of a higher number of zero modes, non-perturbative (multi-
instanton) effects can be generated [34, 19, 35]. Also, there are possibly stable single E3
instantons in the model that might induce interesting effects. It would be interesting
to work out the S-dual version or the F-theory uplift of our configurations, so to exploit
the dynamics of instantons beyond the naive minimal couplings with charged matter.
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A The T 6/Z2×Z2 orbifolds and its basic amplitudes
In this first Appendix we review the basic definitions of the T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold and
list the basic holomorphic amplitudes and their space-time interpretation.
We assume, for simplicity, that the six-torus factorises as T 6 = T 21 × T 22 × T 23 , with
complex coordinates zi on each T
2
i . The Z2×Z2 is then generated by g, f and h, whose
action on the compact coordinates is
g : z1 → +z1 , z2 → −z2 , z3 → −z3 ,
f : z1 → −z1 , z2 → +z2 , z3 → −z3 ,
h : z1 → −z1 , z2 → −z2 , z3 → +z3 .
(68)
We can conveniently define the 3×3 diagonal matrices λℓ = diag (e2iπλ1ℓ , e2iπλ2ℓ , e2iπλ3ℓ ),
one for each of the Z2×Z2 generators, ℓ = g, f, h, so that the action of the γℓ generator
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on the complex coordinate z = (z1 , z2 , z3) is given by
γℓ : z → λℓ · z = (e2iπλ1ℓ z1 , e2iπλ2ℓ z2 , e2iπλ3ℓ z3), (69)
Comparison with eq. (68) properly defines the various λiℓ. It will be useful to associate
also a matrix λo to the identity o of the orbifold group, so that λ
i
o = 0 for all i’s.
The action of the orbifold group on the world-sheet fermions is dictated by eq. (68)
or (69) together with the requirement that the two-dimensional supercurrent be in-
variant. The contribution of the world-sheet fermions to the various one-loop vacuum
amplitudes is given, as usual, by a combination of Jacobi theta functions, whose char-
acteristics depend on the orbifold (un)twisted sector and on the insertion of projection
operators. More concretely, for a γµ twisted sector with the insertion in the trace of
the γν generator
Tµν(ζ) ≡ trHµ
(
γν q
L0−c/24
)
=
1
2
∑
α,β=0, 1
2
Cαβ
η
θ
[
α
β
] θ2
[
α
β
]
θ
[
α+λ1µ
β+λ1ν
]
(ζ1|τ) θ
[
α+λ2µ
β+λ2ν
]
(ζ2|τ) θ
[
α+λ3µ
β+λ3ν
]
(ζ3|τ)
η5
,
(70)
where we assume that both upper and lower characteristics of the theta functions are
defined mod 1. This equation needs some comments. The coefficients Cαβ are the
relative phases induced by the GSO projection, that we have implicitly included into
the trace. For the type IIB superstring they are given by
Cαβ = e
2iπ(α+β+2αβ) , (71)
for the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic sectors. The world-sheet bosonic ghosts,
associated to super-reparametrisations, contribute with the term η/θ, while the re-
maining theta functions correspond to the world-sheet fermions. Typically, the ghost
contributions cancel exactly those from the two light-cone fermions, however we have
preferred to write them explicitly in eq. (70) since this is not any more the case for
Euclidean-brane instantons. Finally, we have allowed for a non-trivial ζ dependence
of the theta functions originating from the internal fermions, since these will emerge
when discussing open-string amplitudes in the presence of magnetic backgrounds.
To derive the spectrum of light excitations, it is convenient to write the Tµν in terms
of the SO(2n) characters defined for instance in [25, 26, 28]. Typically, the partition
function counts only the physical degrees of freedom that, for massless states, are
associated to the representations of the little group SO(8). However, in what follows
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we find useful to use a covariant description, barring in mind that ghosts precisely cancel
the (un-physical) longitudinal polarisations. As a result, we can write for instance
Too = V4O2O2O2 +O4O2V2O2 +O4O2O2V2 +O4V2O2O2
+O4V2V2V2 + V4O2V2V2 + V4V2V2O2 + V4V2O2V2
− (S4S2S2S2 + S4S2C2C2 + S4C2S2C2 + S4C2C2S2
+ C4S2S2C2 + C4S2C2S2 + C4C2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2) q
− 1
8 ,
(72)
Tog = V4O2O2O2 − O4O2V2O2 − O4O2O2V2 +O4V2O2O2
+O4V2V2V2 + V4O2V2V2 − V4V2V2O2 − V4V2O2V2
− (S4S2S2S2 + S4S2C2C2 − S4C2S2C2 − S4C2C2S2
− C4S2S2C2 − C4S2C2S2 + C4C2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2) q− 18 ,
(73)
Tof = V4O2O2O2 +O4O2V2O2 − O4O2O2V2 −O4V2O2O2
+O4V2V2V2 − V4O2V2V2 − V4V2V2O2 + V4V2O2V2
− (S4S2S2S2 − S4S2C2C2 + S4C2S2C2 − S4C2C2S2
− C4S2S2C2 + C4S2C2S2 − C4C2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2) q− 18 ,
(74)
Toh = V4O2O2O2 −O4O2V2O2 +O4O2O2V2 − O4V2O2O2
+O4V2V2V2 − V4O2V2V2 + V4V2V2O2 − V4V2O2V2
− (S4S2S2S2 − S4S2C2C2 − S4C2S2C2 + S4C2C2S2
+ C4S2S2C2 − C4S2C2S2 − C4C2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2) q− 18 ,
(75)
and similar expressions for the twisted amplitudes. The extra factor of q, whenever
present, takes into account the contribution of the ghosts to the zero-point energy. As a
result, not only terms like V4O2O2O2 correspond to massless states, but also space-time
fermions like S4S2S2S2 have vanishing mass, since the factor q
− 1
8 compensates for the
higher conformal weight of SO(4) spinorial characters.
A.1 Amplitudes for the Euclidean branes
When dealing with Euclidean brane instantons in a given D-brane and O-plane vacuum
configuration, one has to be careful with open-string frequencies, since on E branes
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the space-time coordinates obey Dirichlet boundary conditions, while on D branes
they obey Neumann boundary conditions. In this paper, we consider the effect of E5
instantons and three types of E1 instantons on a configuration with O9 and O5 planes,
and (possibly magnetised) D9 and D5 branes. If we indicate by x the non-compact
space-time coordinates and by zi the three complex coordinates on the three T
2’s, we
have the following sets of boundary conditions
x z1 z2 z3
O9 × × × ×
O51 × × · ·
O52 × · × ·
O53 × · · ×
D9 × × × ×
E5 · × × ×
E11 · × · ·
E12 · · × ·
E13 · · · ×
D51 × × · ·
(76)
where a cross (dot) indicates that the object wraps (is localised along) the correspond-
ing directions. This table suggests to assign a vector ρM = (ρM0 , ρ
M
1 , ρ
M
2 , ρ
M
3 ) to each
object in the list, with M = 1, . . . , 10 corresponding to the ordered sequence O9, . . .,
D51. Then ρ
M
α = 0 (ρ
M
α = 1) if the M-th object wraps (is localised along) the α-th
directions, while
2ωMN = ρM + ρN mod 2 (77)
clearly counts the relative “Neumann-Dirichlet boundary conditions”. As a result, the
associated open-string world-sheet fermions and superghosts contribute to the partition
function with
TMNoν =
1
2
∑
α,β=0, 1
2
Cαβ
η
θ
[
α
β
] θ2
[
α+ωMN0
β
]
θ
[
α+ωMN1
β+λ1ν
]
θ
[
α+ωMN2
β+λ2ν
]
θ
[
α+ωMN3
β+λ3ν
]
η5
, (78)
where, as before, we assume that upper and lower characteristics in the theta functions
are defined mod 1. Clearly, whenever M = N , or ωMN ≡ 0 the TMNoν reduce to the Toν
defined in eq. (70). In the following subsections, we give the character expansions of
some relevant TMNoν .
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A.2 TMNoν for open strings between E5 and D9 branes
To derive the spectrum of light excitations, it is convenient to write the T 56oν in terms
of the SO(2n) characters defined for instance in [25]. One has
T 56oo = S4O2O2O2 + S4O2V2V2 + S4V2O2V2 + S4V2V2O2
+ C4O2O2V2 + C4O2V2O2 + C4V2O2O2 + C4V2V2V2
− (O4S2S2C2 +O4S2C2S2 +O4C2S2S2 +O4C2C2C2
+ V4S2S2S2 + V4S2C2C2 + V4C2S2C2 + V4C2C2S2) q
− 1
8 ,
(79)
T 56og = S4O2O2O2 + S4O2V2V2 − S4V2O2V2 − S4V2V2O2
− C4O2O2V2 − C4O2V2O2 + C4V2O2O2 + C4V2V2V2
− (−O4S2S2C2 − O4S2C2S2 +O4C2S2S2 +O4C2C2C2
+ V4S2S2S2 + V4S2C2C2 − V4C2S2C2 − V4C2C2S2) q− 18 ,
(80)
T 56of = S4O2O2O2 − S4O2V2V2 + S4V2O2V2 − S4V2V2O2
− C4O2O2V2 + C4O2V2O2 − C4V2O2O2 + C4V2V2V2
− (−O4S2S2C2 +O4S2C2S2 − O4C2S2S2 +O4C2C2C2
+ V4S2S2S2 − V4S2C2C2 + V4C2S2C2 − V4C2C2S2) q− 18 ,
(81)
T 56oh = S4O2O2O2 − S4O2V2V2 − S4V2O2V2 + S4V2V2O2
+ C4O2O2V2 − C4O2V2O2 − C4V2O2O2 + C4V2V2V2
− (O4S2S2C2 −O4S2C2S2 − O4C2S2S2 +O4C2C2C2
+ V4S2S2S2 − V4S2C2C2 − V4C2S2C2 + V4C2C2S2) q− 18 .
(82)
Considerations similar to those given after eq. (75) apply also here for a proper inter-
pretation of the previous expressions.
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A.3 TMNoν for open strings between E11 and D9 branes
To derive the spectrum of light excitations, it is convenient to write the T 57oν in terms
of the SO(2n) characters defined for instance in [25]. One has
T 57oo = S4O2S2C2 + S4O2C2S2 + S4V2S2S2 + S4V2C2C2
+ C4O2S2S2 + C4O2C2C2 + C4V2S2C2 + C4V2C2S2
− (O4S2O2O2 +O4S2V2V2 +O4C2O2V2 +O4C2V2O2
+ V4S2O2V2 + V4S2V2O2 + V4C2O2O2 + V4C2V2V2) q
− 1
8 ,
(83)
T 57og = −S4O2S2C2 − S4O2C2S2 + S4V2S2S2 + S4V2C2C2
+ C4O2S2S2 + C4O2C2C2 − C4V2S2C2 − C4V2C2S2
− (O4S2O2O2 +O4S2V2V2 −O4C2O2V2 − O4C2V2O2
− V4S2O2V2 − V4S2V2O2 + V4C2O2O2 + V4C2V2V2) q− 18 ,
(84)
T 57of = i(S4O2S2C2 − S4O2C2S2 + S4V2S2S2 − S4V2C2C2
− C4O2S2S2 + C4O2C2C2 − C4V2S2C2 + C4V2C2S2)
− i(O4S2O2O2 − O4S2V2V2 +O4C2O2V2 − O4C2V2O2
− V4S2O2V2 + V4S2V2O2 − V4C2O2O2 + V4C2V2V2) q− 18 ,
(85)
T 57oh = i(−S4O2S2C2 + S4O2C2S2 + S4V2S2S2 − S4V2C2C2
− C4O2S2S2 + C4O2C2C2 + C4V2S2C2 − C4V2C2S2)
− i(O4S2O2O2 − O4S2V2V2 −O4C2O2V2 +O4C2V2O2
+ V4S2O2V2 − V4S2V2O2 − V4C2O2O2 + V4C2V2V2) q− 18 .
(86)
Considerations similar to those given after eq. (75) apply also here for a proper inter-
pretation of the previous expressions.
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A.4 TMNoν for open strings between E12 and D9 branes
To derive the spectrum of light excitations, it is convenient to write the T 58oν in terms
of the SO(2n) characters defined for instance in [25]. One has
T 58oo = S4S2O2C2 + S4C2O2S2 + S4S2V2S2 + S4C2V2C2
+ C4S2O2S2 + C4C2O2C2 + C4S2V2C2 + C4C2V2S2
− (O4O2S2O2 +O4V2S2V2 +O4O2C2V2 +O4V2C2O2
+ V4O2S2V2 + V4V2S2O2 + V4O2C2O2 + V4V2C2V2) q
− 1
8 ,
(87)
T 58og = i(S4S2O2C2 − S4C2O2S2 + S4S2V2S2 − S4C2V2C2
− C4S2O2S2 + C4C2O2C2 − C4S2V2C2 + C4C2V2S2)
− i(O4O2S2O2 − O4V2S2V2 +O4O2C2V2 − O4V2C2O2
− V4O2S2V2 + V4V2S2O2 − V4O2C2O2 + V4V2C2V2) q− 18 ,
(88)
T 58of = −S4S2O2C2 − S4C2O2S2 + S4S2V2S2 + S4C2V2C2
+ C4S2O2S2 + C4C2O2C2 − C4S2V2C2 − C4C2V2S2
− (O4O2S2O2 +O4V2S2V2 −O4O2C2V2 − O4V2C2O2
− V4O2S2V2 − V4V2S2O2 + V4O2C2O2 + V4V2C2V2) q− 18 ,
(89)
T 58oh = i(S4S2O2C2 − S4C2O2S2 − S4S2V2S2 + S4C2V2C2
+ C4S2O2S2 − C4C2O2C2 − C4S2V2C2 + C4C2V2S2)
− i(−O4O2S2O2 +O4V2S2V2 +O4O2C2V2 − O4V2C2O2
− V4O2S2V2 + V4V2S2O2 + V4O2C2O2 − V4V2C2V2) q− 18 .
(90)
Considerations similar to those given after eq. (75) apply also here for a proper inter-
pretation of the previous expressions.
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A.5 TMNoν for open strings between E13 and D9 branes
To derive the spectrum of light excitations, it is convenient to write the T 59oν in terms
of the SO(2n) characters defined for instance in [25]. One has
T 59oo = S4S2C2O2 + S4C2S2O2 + S4S2S2V2 + S4C2C2V2
+ C4S2S2O2 + C4C2C2O2 + C4S2C2V2 + C4C2S2V2
− (O4O2O2S2 +O4V2V2S2 +O4O2V2C2 +O4V2O2C2
+ V4O2V2S2 + V4V2O2S2 + V4O2O2C2 + V4V2V2C2) q
− 1
8 ,
(91)
T 59og = i(−S4S2C2O2 + S4C2S2O2 − S4S2S2V2 + S4C2C2V2
+ C4S2S2O2 − C4C2C2O2 + C4S2C2V2 − C4C2S2V2)
− i(−O4O2O2S2 +O4V2V2S2 −O4O2V2C2 +O4V2O2C2
+ V4O2V2S2 − V4V2O2S2 + V4O2O2C2 − V4V2V2C2) q− 18 ,
(92)
T 59of = i(S4S2C2O2 − S4C2S2O2 − S4S2S2V2 + S4C2C2V2
+ C4S2S2O2 − C4C2C2O2 − C4S2C2V2 + C4C2S2V2)
− i(−O4O2O2S2 +O4V2V2S2 +O4O2V2C2 − O4V2O2C2
− V4O2V2S2 + V4V2O2S2 + V4O2O2C2 − V4V2V2C2) q− 18 ,
(93)
T 59oh = −S4S2C2O2 − S4C2S2O2 + S4S2S2V2 + S4C2C2V2
+ C4S2S2O2 + C4C2C2O2 − C4S2C2V2 − C4C2S2V2
− (O4O2O2S2 +O4V2V2S2 −O4O2V2C2 − O4V2O2C2
− V4O2V2S2 − V4V2O2S2 + V4O2O2C2 + V4V2V2C2) q− 18 .
(94)
Considerations similar to those given after eq. (75) apply also here for a proper inter-
pretation of the previous expressions.
A.6 Tˆ ∗oν for open strings between E branes and O planes
The contribution of instantonic branes to the Mo¨bius strip amplitude can be expressed
in terms of
Tˆ ∗oν =
1
2
∑
α,β=0, 1
2
Cαβ
ηˆ
θˆ
[
α
β
] θˆ
[
α
β+ 1
2
]2
ηˆ2
θˆ
[
α
β+λ1ν
]
θˆ
[
α
β+λ2ν
]
θˆ
[
α
β+λ3ν
]
ηˆ3
, (95)
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where, as usual, the characteristics of the theta functions are defined mod 1.
To derive the spectrum of light excitations, it is convenient to write the Tˆ ∗oν in terms
of the SO(2n) characters defined for instance in [25]. One has
Tˆ ∗oo = O4O2O2V2 +O4O2V2O2 +O4V2O2O2 +O4V2V2V2
− V4O2O2O2 − V4O2V2V2 − V4V2O2V2 − V4V2V2O2
− (S4S2S2S2 + S4S2C2C2 + S4C2S2C2 + S4C2C2S2
− C4S2S2C2 − C4S2C2S2 − C4C2S2S2 − C4C2C2C2) q− 18 ,
(96)
Tˆ ∗og = −O4O2O2V2 − O4O2V2O2 +O4V2O2O2 +O4V2V2V2
− V4O2O2O2 − V4O2V2V2 + V4V2O2V2 + V4V2V2O2
− (S4S2S2S2 + S4S2C2C2 − S4C2S2C2 − S4C2C2S2
+ C4S2S2C2 + C4S2C2S2 − C4C2S2S2 − C4C2C2C2) q− 18 ,
(97)
Tˆ ∗of = −O4O2O2V2 +O4O2V2O2 − O4V2O2O2 +O4V2V2V2
− V4O2O2O2 + V4O2V2V2 − V4V2O2V2 + V4V2V2O2
− (S4S2S2S2 − S4S2C2C2 + S4C2S2C2 − S4C2C2S2
+ C4S2S2C2 − C4S2C2S2 + C4C2S2S2 − C4C2C2C2) q− 18 ,
(98)
Tˆ ∗oh = O4O2O2V2 −O4O2V2O2 −O4V2O2O2 +O4V2V2V2
− V4O2O2O2 + V4O2V2V2 + V4V2O2V2 − V4V2V2O2
− (S4S2S2S2 − S4S2C2C2 − S4C2S2C2 + S4C2C2S2
− C4S2S2C2 + C4S2C2S2 + C4C2S2S2 − C4C2C2C2) q− 18 .
(99)
Considerations similar to those given after eq. (75) apply also here for a proper inter-
pretation of the previous expressions.
B Partition function for open string in the presence
of background magnetic fields
We reproduce here the general partition function of magnetised D9 branes on a T 6/Z2×
Z2 orbifold with discrete torsion. pa and qα denote different stacks of branes, while the
intersection numbers and SABi are defined in eqs. (18), (19) and (20). The magnetic
field deformation on each T 2 is encoded in zAi , while z
AB
i = z
A
i −zBi and zAB′i = zAi +zBi .
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For details about the construction of the annulus and Mo¨bius strip amplitudes see refs.
[1, 2, 8, 25, 4].
The spectrum of open strings stretched between a D9A brane and itself or its image
D9A
′
is encoded in the annulus amplitude
AA,A(′) = 1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
{
pap¯a
[
P˜1P˜2P˜3Too(0) +
(
P˜1Tog(0) + P˜2Tof(0) + P˜3Toh(0)
)(2η
θ2
)2 ]
+ Iaa
′
[
p2a
2
Too(2z
a
i τ) +
p¯2a
2
Too(−2zai τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(2zai τ)
− 4Iaa′1
[
p2a
2
Tog(2z
a
i τ) +
p¯2a
2
Tog(−2zai τ)
]
iη
θ1(2za1τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(2zai τ)
− 4Iaa′2
[
p2a
2
Tof(2z
a
i τ) +
p¯2a
2
Tof(−2zai τ)
]
iη
θ1(2z
a
2τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(2z
a
i τ)
+ 4Iaa
′
3
[
p2a
2
Toh(2z
a
i τ) +
p¯2a
2
Toh(−2zai τ)
]
iη
θ1(2za3τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(2zai τ)
+ (a, a′ → α, α′)
}
1
η2
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and in the Mo¨bius-strip amplitude
M = −1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
{
3∏
i=1
(m
(a)
i )
[
paTˆoo(2z
a
i τ) + p¯aTˆoo(−2zai τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iηˆ
θˆ1(2z
a
i τ)
− ǫ1
[
paTˆog(2z
a
i τ) + p¯aTˆog(−2zai τ)
] im(a)1 ηˆ
θˆ1(2za1τ)
∏
i=2,3
n
(a)
i ηˆ
θˆ2(2zai τ)
− ǫ2
[
paTˆof(2z
a
i τ) + p¯aTˆof(−2zai τ)
] im(a)2 ηˆ
θˆ1(2z
a
2τ)
∏
i=1,3
n
(a)
i ηˆ
θˆ2(2z
a
i τ)
− ǫ3
[
paTˆoh(2z
a
i τ) + p¯aTˆoh(−2zai τ)
] im(a)3 ηˆ
θˆ1(2za3τ)
∏
i=1,2
n
(a)
i ηˆ
θˆ2(2zai τ)
+ (a→ α)
}
1
η2
.
(101)
Here P˜i denote “boosted” compactification lattices obtained replacing Kaluza-Klein
momenta ki in the i-th torus by ki → ki/
√
n2i + (m
2
i /v
2
i ).
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Oriented open strings, stretched between different stacks of branes, yield the fol-
lowing contributions to the annulus amplitude
Aa,b(′) = 1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
1
η2
{
Iab
[
pap¯bToo(z
ab
i τ) + p¯apbToo(−zabi τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(zabi τ)
+ Iab
′
[
papbToo(z
ab′
i τ) + p¯ap¯bToo(−zab
′
i τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(z
ab′
i τ)
+ Sabg I
ab
1
[
pap¯bTog(z
ab
i τ) + p¯apbTog(−zabi τ)
] iη
θ1(zab1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(zabi τ)
− Sabg Iab
′
1
[
papbTog(z
ab′
i τ) + p¯ap¯bTog(−zab
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zab
′
1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(zab
′
i τ)
+ Sabf I
ab
2
[
pap¯bTof (z
ab
i τ) + p¯apbTof (−zabi τ)
] iη
θ1(z
ab
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(z
ab
i τ)
− Sabf Iab
′
2
[
papbTof(z
ab′
i τ) + p¯ap¯bTof(−zab
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zab
′
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(zab
′
i τ)
+ Sabh I
ab
3
[
pap¯bToh(z
ab
i τ) + p¯apbToh(−zabi τ)
] iη
θ1(z
ab
3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(z
ab
i τ)
+ Sabh I
ab′
3
[
papbToh(z
ab′
i τ) + p¯ap¯bToh(−zab
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zab
′
3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(zab
′
i τ)
}
,
(102)
Aα,β(′) = Aa,b(′) with a, b, b′ → α, β, β ′ , (103)
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and
Aa,α(′) = 1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
1
η2
{
Iaα [paq¯αToo(z
aα
i τ) + p¯aqαToo(−zaαi τ)]
3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(zaαi τ)
+ Iaα
′
[
paqαToo(z
aα′
i τ) + p¯aq¯αToo(−zaα
′
i τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(z
aα′
i τ)
+ Saαg I
aα
1 [paq¯αTog(z
aα
i τ) + p¯aqαTog(−zaαi τ)]
iη
θ1(zaα1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(zaαi τ)
− Saαg Iaα
′
1
[
paqαTog(z
aα′
i τ) + p¯aq¯αTog(−zaα
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zaα
′
1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(zaα
′
i τ)
− Saαf Iaα2 [paq¯αTof (zaαi τ) + p¯aqαTof(−zaαi τ)]
iη
θ1(z
aα
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(z
aα
i τ)
+ Saαf I
aα′
2
[
paqαTof (z
aα′
i τ) + p¯aq¯αTof(−zaα
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zaα
′
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(zaα
′
i τ)
− Saαh Iaα3 [paq¯αToh(zaαi τ) + p¯aqαToh(−zaαi τ)]
iη
θ1(z
aα
3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(z
aα
i τ)
− Saαh Iaα
′
3
[
paqαToh(z
aα′
i τ) + p¯aq¯αToh(−zaα
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zaα
′
3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(zaα
′
i τ)
}
.
(104)
C E-brane instanton partition functions and zero
modes
We shall focus here on the partition function of E-brane instantons in a vacuum config-
uration with magnetised D9 branes on a T 6/Z2×Z2 orbifold with discrete torsion. For
simplicity we shall assume that identical magnetic fields are turned on on the two fam-
ilies of D9a and D9α branes. In what follows, we shall therefore lighten our notation,
and refer to ther Chan-Paton labels as pa and qa, respectively.
This Z2×Z2 orientifold admits E5 instantons wrapping the whole T 6, together with
three different types of BPS E1i instantons, each wrapping the T
2
i internal torus. Given
the geometry of O5 planes, i.e. two O5− planes each wrapping T
2
1 and T
2
2 , and one
O5+ plane wrapping the T
2
3 , the Chan-Paton labels r1 and r2 for the E11 and E12 are
complex, while the Chan-Paton label r3 for the E13 brane is real. The parametrisation
of Chan-Paton charges for the Euclidean branes is actually determined by the gauge
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groups that would live on the D5i branes [6], since they are nothing but regular gauge
instantons.
Actually, two different types of E11,2 instantons and four types of E13 instantons ex-
ist on this orientifold. However, we shall focus our attention only to those parametrised
by
Dg;o = r1 + r¯1 ,
Dg;g = i(r1 − r¯1) ,
Dg;f = r1 + r¯1 ,
Dg;h = −i(r1 − r¯1) ,
Df ;o = r2 + r¯2 ,
Df ;g = r2 + r¯2 ,
Df ;f = i(r2 − r¯2) ,
Df ;h = i(r2 − r¯2) ,
(105)
and by
Dh;o = Dh;g = Dh;f = Dh;h = r3 . (106)
In the following, we write, case-by-case, the relevant annulus and Mo¨bius strip apli-
tudes, together with the associated zero modes. In all the amplitudes, the index a
label the corresponding E-brane, while the index b refers to the magnetised D9 branes
present in the vacuum configuration. Since on the Euclidean branes we do not turn on
any magnetic field, in this context zabi = −zbi .
C.1 E11 instantons
We consider here E11 instantons with wrapping numbers
(m,n) = {(0, 1) , (1, 0) , (−1, 0)} . (107)
The spectrum of open-strings stretched between two E11 branes is encoded in the
amplitudes
AE11−E11 =
1
8
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
1
η2
{
D2g;o Too P1W2W3
+
[
D2g;g Tog P1 +D
2
g;f Tof W2 +D
2
g;h TohW3
](2η
θ2
)2}
,
(108)
and
ME11 =
1
8
Dg;o
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
2η
θ2
)2{
Tˆ ∗oo P1W2W3
+
[
−Tˆ ∗og P1 + Tˆ ∗of W2 − Tˆ ∗ohW3
](2η
θ2
)2}
.
(109)
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Using the definition and the expansion of the Tµν amplitudes given in Appendix A, we
can derive the structure of the neutral zero modes living on the E11 branes
A(0)E11−E11 +M
(0)
E11
=
1
2
[r1(r1 + 1) + r¯1(r¯1 + 1) ] (O4O2V2O2 − S4C2S2C2)
− 1
2
[r1(r1 − 1) + r¯1(r¯1 − 1)] C4S2C2S2
+ r1r¯1 [V4O2O2O2 − (S4S2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2)] .
(110)
Therefore, a single E11 instanton has four neutral fermionic zero modes, since the
corresponding CP “group” is U(1). As a result, it cannot generate any non-perturbative
correction to the superpotential, unless suitable interactions and/or fluxes are turned
on [29], [34] [35].
Open strings stretched between E11 and magnetised D9 branes, are encoded in the
annulus amplitude
AE11−D9 =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
η
θ4
)2
×
{
Iab
[
(r1 + r¯1)(p¯b + q¯b)T
57
oo (z
ab
i τ) + c.c.
] iη
θ1(zab1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ4(zabi τ)
+ Sabg I
ab
1
[
(r1 − r¯1)(p¯b + q¯b)T 57og (zabi τ)− c.c.
] iη
θ1(zab1 τ)
η
θ3(zab2 τ)
η
θ3(zab3 τ)
+ Sabf I
ab
2
[−(r1 + r¯1)(p¯b − q¯b)iT 57of (zabi τ) + c.c.] ηθ2(zab1 τ)
η
θ4(zab2 τ)
η
θ3(zab3 τ)
+ Sabh I
ab
3
[−(r1 − r¯1)(p¯b − q¯b)iT 57oh (zabi τ)− c.c.] ηθ2(zab1 τ)
η
θ3(zab2 τ)
η
θ4(zab3 τ)
}
,
(111)
from which we derive the following charged zero modes
A(0)E11−D9 = r1p¯b (−O4S2O2O2)
1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3
)
+ r1q¯b (−O4S2O2O2) 1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 − Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
+ r¯1p¯b (−O4S2O2O2) 1
4
(
Iab − Sabg Iab1 + Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
+ r¯1q¯b (−O4S2O2O2) 1
4
(
Iab − Sabg Iab1 − Sabf Iab2 + Sabh Iab3
)
.
(112)
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C.2 E12 instantons
We consider here E12 instantons with wrapping numbers
(m,n) = {(−1, 0) , (0, 1) , (1, 0)} . (113)
The spectrum of open-strings stretched between two E12 branes is encoded in the
amplitudes
AE12−E12 =
1
8
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
1
η2
{
D2f ;o TooW1P2W3
+
[
D2f ;g TogW1 +D
2
f ;f Tof P2 +D
2
f ;h TohW3
](2η
θ2
)2} (114)
and
ME12 =
1
8
Df ;o
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
2η
θ2
)2{
Tˆ ∗ooW1P2W3
+
[
Tˆ ∗ogW1 − Tˆ ∗of P2 − Tˆ ∗ohW3
](2η
θ2
)2}
.
(115)
Using the definition and the expansion of the Tµν amplitudes given in Appendix A, we
can derive the structure of the neutral zero modes living on the E12 branes
A(0)E12−E12 +M
(0)
E12
=
1
2
[r2(r2 + 1) + r¯2(r¯2 + 1)] (O4V2O2O2 − S4S2C2C2)
− 1
2
[r2(r2 − 1) + r¯2(r¯2 − 1)] C4C2S2S2
+ r2r¯2 [V4O2O2O2 − (S4S2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2)] .
(116)
Therefore, a single E12 instanton has four neutral fermionic zero modes, since the
corresponding CP “group” is U(1). As a result, it cannot generate any non-perturbative
correction to the superpotential, unless suitable interactions and/or fluxes are turned
on [29], [34], [35].
Charged zero modes, corresponding to open strings stretched between E12 and
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magnetised D9 branes, are encoded in the annulus amplitude
AE12−D9 =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
η
θ4
)2
×
{
Iab
[
(r2 + r¯2)(p¯b + q¯b)T
58
oo (z
ab
i τ) + c.c.
] iη
θ1(z
ab
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ4(z
ab
i τ)
+ Sabg I
ab
1
[−(r2 + r¯2)(p¯b + q¯b)iT 58og (zabi τ) + c.c.] ηθ4(zab1 τ)
η
θ2(zab2 τ)
η
θ3(zab3 τ)
+ Sabf I
ab
2
[
(r2 − r¯2)(p¯b − q¯b)T 58of (zabi τ)− c.c.
] η
θ3(z
ab
1 τ)
iη
θ1(z
ab
2 τ)
η
θ3(z
ab
3 τ)
+ Sabh I
ab
3
[
(r2 − r¯2)(p¯b − q¯b)iT 58oh (zabi τ) + c.c.
] η
θ3(z
ab
1 τ)
η
θ2(z
ab
2 τ)
η
θ4(z
ab
3 τ)
}
,
(117)
from which we derive the following charged zero modes
A(0)E12−D9 = r2p¯b (−O4O2S2O2)
1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3
)
+ r2q¯b (−O4O2S2O2) 1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 − Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
+ r¯2p¯b (−O4O2S2O2) 1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 − Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
+ r¯2q¯b (−O4O2S2O2) 1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3
)
.
(118)
C.3 E13 instantons
We consider here E13 instantons with wrapping numbers
(m,n) = {(1, 0) , (−1, 0) , (0, 1)} . (119)
The spectrum of open-strings stretched between two E13 branes is encoded in the
amplitudes
AE13−E13 =
1
8
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
1
η2
{
D2h;o TooW1W2P3
+
[
D2h;g TogW1 +D
2
h;f Tof W2 +D
2
h;h Toh P3
](2η
θ2
)2}
,
(120)
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and
ME13 =
1
8
Dh;o
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
2η
θ2
)2{
− Tˆ ∗ooW1W2P3
+
[
−Tˆ ∗og W1 − Tˆ ∗of W2 − Tˆ ∗oh P3
](2η
θ2
)2}
.
(121)
Using the definition and the expansion of the Tµν amplitudes given in Appendix A, we
can derive the structure of the neutral zero modes living on the E13 branes
A(0)E13−E13 +M
(0)
E13
=
r3(r3 + 1)
2
(V4O2O2O2 − C4C2C2C2)
− r3(r3 − 1)
2
S4S2S2S2 .
(122)
Here we see the crucial difference with respect to the E11,2 instantons. A single (r3 = 1)
SO(1) E13 instanton has only two neutral zero modes. Therefore, it can generate by
itself non-perturbative, single-instanton, contributions to the superpotential.
Open strings stretched between E13 and magnetised D9 branes, are encoded in the
annulus amplitude
AE13−D9 =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
η
θ4
)2{
Iab
[
r3(p¯b + q¯b)T
59
oo (z
ab
i τ) + c.c.
] ∏
i=1,2
η
θ4(z
ab
i τ)
iη
θ1(z
ab
3 τ)
+ Sabg I
ab
1
[−r3(p¯b + q¯b)iT 59og (zabi τ) + c.c.] ηθ4(zab1 τ)
η
θ3(zab2 τ)
η
θ2(zab3 τ)
+ Sabf I
ab
2
[−r3(p¯b − q¯b)iT 59of (zabi τ) + c.c.] ηθ3(zab1 τ)
η
θ4(zab2 τ)
η
θ2(zab3 τ)
+ Sabh I
ab
3
[
r3(p¯b − q¯b)T 59oh (zabi τ) + c.c.
] η
θ3(zab1 τ)
η
θ3(zab2 τ)
iη
θ1(zab3 τ)
}
.
(123)
The anti-commuting charged zero modes, corresponding to O4O2O2S2, are displayed
in table 2, and are responsible for the generation of non-perturbative contributions to
the superpotential.
C.4 E5 instantons
E5 instantons can in principle be endowed with a non trivial magnetised background
compatible with the supersymmetry condition (11). Supersymmetric fluxes are thus
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chosen so that za1 , z
a
2 > 0 and z
a
3 < 0. In terms of the following parametrisation of the
Chan-Paton charges9
Ma,o = ra+r¯a , Ma,g = i(ra−r¯a) , Ma,f = i(ra−r¯a) , Ma,h = ra+r¯a , (124)
and of the Tµν defined in Appendix A, the relevant one-loop amplitudes are as follows.
For open string stretched between two E5 branes, one finds the following annulus
AE5(a)−E5(a) =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
{
rar¯a
[
P˜1P˜2P˜3Too(0)
+
(
P˜1Tog(0) + P˜2Tof (0) + P˜3Toh(0)
)(2η
θ2
)2 ]
+ Iaa
′
[
r2a
2
Too(2z
a
i τ) +
r¯2a
2
Too(−2zai τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(2zai τ)
− 4Iaa′1
[
r2a
2
Tog(2z
a
i τ) +
r¯2a
2
Tog(−2zai τ)
]
iη
θ1(2za1τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(2zai τ)
− 4Iaa′2
[
r2a
2
Tof (2z
a
i τ) +
r¯2a
2
Tof (−2zai τ)
]
iη
θ1(2z
a
2τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(2z
a
i τ)
+ 4Iaa
′
3
[
r2a
2
Toh(2z
a
i τ) +
r¯2a
2
Toh(−2zai τ)
]
iη
θ1(2za3τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(2zai τ)
}
1
η2
,
(125)
and Mo¨bius amplitude
ME5(a) = −
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
ηˆ2
(
2ηˆ
θˆ2
)2{ 3∏
i=1
(m
(a)
i )
[
ra Tˆ
∗
oo(2z
a
i τ) + r¯a Tˆ
∗
oo(−2zai τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iηˆ
θˆ1(2zai τ)
− ǫ1
[
ra Tˆ
∗
og(2z
a
i τ) + r¯a Tˆ
∗
og(−2zai τ)
] im(a)1 ηˆ
θˆ1(2za1τ)
∏
i=2,3
n
(a)
i ηˆ
θˆ2(2zai τ)
− ǫ2
[
ra Tˆ
∗
of (2z
a
i τ) + r¯a Tˆ
∗
of(−2zai τ)
] im(a)2 ηˆ
θˆ1(2z
a
2τ)
∏
i=1,3
n
(a)
i ηˆ
θˆ2(2z
a
i τ)
− ǫ3
[
ra Tˆ
∗
oh(2z
a
i τ) + r¯a Tˆ
∗
oh(−2zai τ)
] im(a)3 ηˆ
θˆ1(2za3τ)
∏
i=1,2
n
(a)
i ηˆ
θˆ2(2zai τ)
}
.
(126)
9Since they are gauge instantons for D9 branes, there are four different E5 instantons. We display
for illustration, as before, only one of them.
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We do not write here interactions between different instantons. The massless neutral
zero modes are then given by
A(0)
E5(a)−E5(a)
+M(0)
E5(a)
= rar¯a [V4O2O2O2 − (S4S2S2S2 + C4C2C2C2)]
+
ra(ra + 1)
2
[
− O4O2O2V2 1
8
(Iaa
′ − IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
+ C4S2S2C2
1
8
(Iaa
′
+ IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
]
+
r¯a(r¯a + 1)
2
[
− O4O2O2V2 1
8
(Iaa
′ − IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
+ S4C2C2S2
1
8
(Iaa
′ − IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
]
+
ra(ra − 1)
2
[
−O4O2O2V2 1
8
(Iaa
′
+ IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
+ C4S2S2C2
1
8
(Iaa
′ − IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
]
+
r¯a(r¯a + 1)
2
[
− O4O2O2V2 1
8
(Iaa
′
+ IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
+ S4C2C2S2
1
8
(Iaa
′
+ IaO − 4Iaa′1 − 4Iaa
′
2 + 4I
aa′
3 )
]
.
(127)
Finally, for open strings stretched between E5 and D9 branes one finds the annulus
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amplitude
AE5(a)−D9(b) =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
η
θ4
)2
×
{
Iab
[
ra(p¯b + q¯b)T
56
oo (z
ab
i τ) + r¯a(pb + qb)T
56
oo (−zabi τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(zabi τ)
+ Iab
′
[
ra(pb + qb)T
56
oo (z
ab′
i τ) + r¯a(p¯b + q¯b)T
56
oo (−zab
′
i τ)
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(z
ab′
i τ)
+ Sabg I
ab
1
[
ra(p¯b + q¯b)T
56
og (z
ab
i τ) + r¯a(pb + qb)T
56
og (−zabi τ)
] iη
θ1(zab1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(zabi τ)
− Sabg Iab
′
1
[
ra(pb + qb)T
56
og (z
ab′
i τ) + r¯a(p¯b + q¯b)T
56
og (−zab
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zab
′
1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ2(zab
′
i τ)
+ Sabf I
ab
2
[
ra(p¯b − q¯b)T 56of (zabi τ) + r¯a(pb − qb)T 56of (−zabi τ)
] iη
θ1(z
ab
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(z
ab
i τ)
− Sabf Iab
′
2
[
ra(pb − qb)T 56of (zab
′
i τ) + r¯a(p¯b − q¯b)T 56of (−zab
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zab
′
2 τ)
∏
i=1,3
η
θ2(zab
′
i τ)
+ Sabh I
ab
3
[
ra(p¯b − q¯b)T 56oh (zabi τ) + r¯a(pb − qb)T 56oh (−zabi τ)
] iη
θ1(z
ab
3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(z
ab
i τ)
+ Sabh I
ab′
3
[
ra(pb − qb)T 56oh (zab
′
i τ) + r¯a(p¯b − q¯b)T 56oh (−zab
′
i τ)
] iη
θ1(zab
′
3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(zab
′
i τ)
}
.
(128)
If fluxes are chosen such that zab1 , z
ab
2 > 0, z
ab
3 < 0 and z
ab′
1 , z
ab′
2 > 0, z
ab′
3 < 0, the
massless spectrum is encoded in
A(0)
E5(a)−D9(b)
= r¯apb
1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 + S
ab
f I
ab
2 + S
ab
h I
ab
3
)
O4S2S2C2
+ r¯aqb
1
4
(
Iab + Sabg I
ab
1 − Sabf Iab2 − Sabh Iab3
)
O4S2S2C2
+ r¯ap¯b
1
4
(
Iab
′ − Sabg Iab
′
1 − Sabf Iab
′
2 + S
ab
h I
ab′
3
)
O4S2S2C2
+ r¯aq¯b
1
4
(
Iab
′ − Sabg Iab
′
1 + S
ab
f I
ab′
2 − Sabh Iab
′
3
)
O4S2S2C2 .
(129)
E5(a) instantons have unitary CP factors and therefore a minimum number of four zero
modes, and are expected to play a role in generating non-perturbative effects on the
D9-brane gauge theories.
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C.5 Partition functions involving non-magnetised D-branes
with Wilson lines
In this last Appendix, we summarise the one loop amplitudes needed to extract the
spectrum for the U(2)2 × U(2)2 × USp(4)2 × USp(4)2 model studied in Section 4.3.
The annulus and Mo¨bius amplitudes for open strings ending on pairs of non-
magnetised D9 branes (D9nm for short) with Wilson line a in the third torus, and
on pairs of D51 branes shifted away from the origin of the second torus by a distance
proportional to a′, are given by
A = 1
8
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
1
η2
{[
N2
2
(
P3 +
1
2
Pm3+2a +
1
2
Pm3−2a
)
P1P2
+
D21
2
(
W2 +
1
2
Wn2+2a′ +
1
2
Wn2−2a′
)
P1W3
]
Too
+ 2ND1P1Tgo
(
η
θ4
)2
+
D21f
2
(
W2 +
Wn2+2a′ +Wn2−2a′
2
)
Tof
(
2η
θ2
)2
+
N2h
2
(
P3 +
Pm3+2a + Pm3−2a
2
)
Toh
(
2η
θ2
)2}
,
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and
M = −1
8
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
1
η2
{[
N
2
P1P2(Pm3+2a + Pm3−2a)
+
D1
2
P1(Wn2+2a′ +Wn2−2a′)W3
]
Too
+
D1
2
(Wn2+2a′ +Wn2−2a′)Tof
(
2η
θ2
)2
+
N
2
(Pm3+2a + Pm3−2a)Toh
(
2η
θ2
)2
− (N +D1)P1Tog
(
2η
θ2
)2
− (NP2Tof +D1W3Toh)
(
2η
θ2
)2}
.
(131)
Because of the presence of Wilson-lines, the Chan-Paton factors of the D9nm and D51
branes need to be properly rescaled
D1 = 2(d1 + d2) , D1f = 2(d1 − d2) , N = 2(n1 + n2) , Nh = 2(n1 − n2) .
(132)
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Actually, in a geometric language, this corresponds to the fact that D9nm and the D51
must appear in suitable multiplets that are exchanged by the orbifold operations.
One also needs to consider open strings stretched between magnetised D9 branes
and D9nm and D51 branes. Their spectra are encoded in
AD9−D9nm =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
1
η2
{
Iab
[
(pa + qa)(n1 + n2)Too(z
ab
i τ) + c.c.
] 3∏
i=1
iη
θ1(z
ab
i τ)
+ Iab3
[
(pa − qa)(n1 − n2)Toh(zabi τ) + c.c.
] 2iη
θ1(zab3 τ)
∏
i=1,2
η
θ2(zabi τ)
}
,
(133)
and
AD9−D51 =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
dt
t3
1
η2
{
Iab
[
(pa + qa)(d1 + d2)Tgo(z
ab
i τ) + c.c.
] iη
θ1(zab1 τ)
∏
i=2,3
η
θ4(zabi τ)
+ Iab2
[
(pa − qa)(d1 − d2)Tgf (zabi τ)− c.c.
] 2η3
θ2(zab1 τ)θ4(z
ab
2 τ)θ3(z
ab
3 τ)
}
,
(134)
where the index b refers, universally, to the D9nm and the D51 branes.
Turning to the instantonic branes, there are no charged zero-modes associated to
open strings stretched between the rigid instanton and the D9nm and D51 branes be-
cause of the Wilson line a and the shift a′. This can be easily seen from the corre-
sponding annulus amplitudes
AE13−D9nm =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
η
θ4
)2{
r3(n1 + n2)T
59
oo
(
η
θ4
)2
+ r3(n1 − n2)T 59oh
(
η
θ3
)2}
(Pm3+a + Pm3−a) ,
(135)
and
AE13−D51 =
1
4
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
η2
(
η
θ4
)2{
r3(d1 + d2)T
58
oo
(
η
θ4
)2
+ r3(d1 − d2)T 58of
(
η
θ3
)2}
(Wn2+a′ +Wn2−a′) .
(136)
Notice that in this last amplitude we have used the T 58µν pertaining to open strings
stretched between D9 and E12 branes. This is correct since the pairs D9–E12 and D51–
E13 have precisely the same structure of Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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